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Summary

A task group of eleven students and three faculty members
undertook an intensive summer-long effort to work in an
open and relatively unstructured way on the following four
objectives:

Li. To design an innovative introductory course
in manenvironment relations, including a select-
ed, annotated bibliography and supporting
materials.

b. Develop original educational materials, e.g.
multi-media presentations. Suggest new courses
and educational experiences.

c. Plan an undergraduate curriculum in environ-
mental studies.

d. Evaluation of the "oiler task force" as a
method for educational design and change, and as
a learning experience for the members.

Tasks a and b can be accounted as accomplished (although
task b is open-ended). Course materials are appended to
this report. Media shows and new courses have been
suggested and some implemented.

Task c, curriculum design, was not completed although con-
siderable effort was expended on it. The curriculum pro-
posal draft derived, in part at least, from the summer dis-
cussions'is appended to this report. There is a discussion
of the inability to complete the task in the body of the
report.

Task d is supported here. The 'open task group" is an
intensely invol%,_ng experience for the participants and
produced considerable personal learning. Failure to
evolve a structure and other difficulties slowed the com-
pletion of the above tasks. Attitudinal questionnaires
as well as subjective measures of the summer experience
are reported in this report.

The open, unstructured group offers real promise for inno-
vation and change in education. This experiment cannot be
counted an unqualified success, but should be tried over
and over again in the opinion of the investigators.
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FINAL REPORT ON PROJECT NO: 0-0797

A SUMMER TASK GROUP FOR EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION

Description of Group

The student members of the Task Force were recruited infor-
mally. The investigators and Mr. Holland contacted students
who were known to be interested, and relevant groups such as
E-Day committees. A series of informal discussions were held
among the students without faculty from February through May
1970; at least forty students attended at least once, and
twenty or more were present at many meetings. Thus, there was
substantial self-selection occurring during this period, the
bases of which are not clear. The final eleven were chosen
by Mr. Holland, in consultation with the investigators; main
criterion was our estimate of potential contributions to the
Task Force, with secondary consideration to balancing the
composition of the group in terms of representing all academ-
ic levels, both sexes, and a variety of fields of interest.

The first formal activity of the Task Force was a five day
retreat outside of Madison. Much of this period was spent in
sensitivity training sessions; whose form was on personal re-
lationships rather than organizational deve3opment. A major
initial problem was the age and status differences; most of
the members agree that these sessions aided considerably in
creating more equalitarian, open relationships.

The Task Force began to work the following week, June 23rd,
and continued through September 15. Many members devoted
more time than they were being pe.d for. Several persons
devoted most of their time and energy to our activities, re-
flecting high motivation and involvement. There were generally
daily meetings of the entire group o sub-groups, and often
several meetings in one day. In addition, there was constant
informal exchange among members. In general, all of our acti-
vities were greatly facilitated by the acquisition of a Uni-
versity-owned house, whose rooms served as project offices,
library, one large meeting room and two smaller ones. This
physical focus served as a social and task one as well.

The Task Force operated with three different forms of organ-
ization during the summer. During the three weeks following
the retreat, the organization was essentially the entire group
with sub-groups whose membership was based on interest; there
was no overall leader, and decisions were made and tasks
delegated by consensus of the entire group. This structure
no doubt reflects the equalitarian spirit created by the sensi-
tivity training. After about three weeks consensus began to
break down. Several minor and at least one major conflict
arose. In response to this perceived breakdown we adopted a
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second structure, comprised of three task-oriented groups,
to which persons were allocated on the basis of interest and
amount of work to be done. Each group was clearly responsible
for specific tasks during these periods, and there was also
an elected "adjudicator" who monitored group performance and
resolved disputes. This structure was employed for about four
weeks. It was more efficient, but created dissatisfaction
among some who felt that it undermined the cohesiveness of
the group as a whole, and resulted in too impersonal relation-
ships. The structure was accordingly changed again, and for
the next four weeks consisted of relatively autonomous sub-
groups plus individual work. There was no group-chosen leader,
though the investigators increasingly performed such functions.
There were few meetings of the entire group, due to a sense
that nothing would be accomplished by them. During the final
two or three weeks work proceeded on specific tasks by indi-
viduals or groups of two of three who had become associated
with the tasks through interest. Some members dropped out
about September 1 in accordance with previous committments.

Tasks and Accomplishments

A. Article - "Education as Environment" (appendix 1)

Due to the diversity in educational backgrounds and experiences
of members, it was evident from the beginning that the group
needed to develop a common base of ideas about both education
and the environment if it was to successfully complete its
task. What appeared at the time to be an ideal stimulus was
presented when Garrett Oaten asked the group to develop an
article describing in general terms a sound environmental
education. For the three weeks following the retreat, the
entire group met almost daily for three to five hours dis-
cussing educational change and environmental education. The
major theme qhich developed in these discussions became the
basis for the article (see appendix 1). The article was ini-
tially drafted by three persons, extensively re-written by
two others on the basis of group reactions, and the final re-
visions and editing were made by three additional members.
Preparation of the article dominated the first three weeks of
our work, and was completed under the first form of organiza-
tion described above.

The major benefit of this activity was the common understand-
ings which emerged from the extensive discussions. We gained
valuable insights into different members' positions, as well
as their abilities. Some believed that this article represented
genuine agreement that would serve as the basis for our sub-
sequent work. However, others did not accept the concepts em-
bodied in it, though this did not become clear until later in
the summer. Various members believed there were two negative
conse4uences of preparing the article, that it created a false
sense of consensus, and that the week spent specifically pre-
paring it could have been better utilized, either in some
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serious efforts to create a conceptual foundation or in begin-
ning work on other tasks. Also, DeBell ultimately did not ac-
cept the article for publication, and it is likely that this
rejection of the group's first major product, which came in
mid-August, contributed to the general lack of group spirit
and disorganization which occurred late in the summer (see
below) .

B. Course Plan

In the context of the original proposal, our most success-
ful accomplishment was the development of an introductory
course in environmental studies. This activity occupied much
of one of the task group's time during July, and was essen-
tially completed under the second form of organization dis
cussed above, although work continued on aspects of the course
well into September by small groups.

Members of the sub-group responsible for designing the course
participated in all phases of the planning. In addition to
developing the format of lectures plus discussion and lab
sections, the subgroup assembled a substantial annotated
bibliography (see appendix 2) to serve as a basis for reading
assignments. Many books were read and annotated, often by
more than one person. Considerable time was also spent re-
viewing films and selecting relevant ones. Finally a highly
successful multi-media presentation was developed. These
tasks were completed with relative harmony. Much more dif-
ficult were de.,:isions about student evaluation; the sub-group
was split on the issue of who should be involvea in evaluation
and to That extent. There was also substantial disagreement
over questions of educational process - e.g., should students
determine section activities, how important was it to communi-
cate specific content, etc. The decisions on these matters
which appear in the Instructor's Handbook (see appendix 2)
represent agreement among the sub-group but in some cases
were not acceptable to other members of the large group.

Thus, we were most successful in the more tangible aspects
of planning the course - preparing bibliographies, reviewing
films, developing format - than in less tangible and more
philosophical ones such as the role of students vis-a-vis
structor. The latter may be issues on which there are funda-
mental and unreconcilable differences between these parti-
cular students and faculty (although there was also disagree-
ment in equal measure between students) or we may have failed
to create an atmosphere in which agreement among diverse per-
spectives could be achieved. These issues of disagreement
have arisen in the course itself this past term, no doubt
partly because many Task Force members held staff positions
in the course but perhaps also because of our failure to re-
solve them in designing it. The Task Group or subgroup approach
speeded work and agreement, but did not produce (and may have
inhibited) agreement among the whole group.
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C. Curriculum Development

The Task Force was least successful in developing a curric-
ulum for environmental education. Though this was the primary
focus of group efforts for the last four weeks of the summer
and of a task group for the last three weeks of July, this
task was never completed. We began with a subgroup of ten in
early July. This group held several lengthy sessions exchang-
ing ideas, and then individual members wrote proposals for
specific areas e.g., evaluation, major and degree require-
ments, and course content. These notes were passed on to a
second subgroup, with substantially different membership. The
second group rejected most or all of the results of the first
group, preferring to begin at a different place This second
group subdivided into two groups which undertook different
aspects of curriculum design, and individuals who were given
responsibility for working on specialized problems. Since
the Task Force had moved into the third phase of organization,
there was little coordination or external monitoring of these
activities.

The results of this activity, at the end of August, were sets
of notes dealing with particular aspects of curriculum, as
well as the report of the first curriculum group. These varied
tremendously in quality irom those containing innovative ideas
and detailed proposals to those whose brevity rendered them
valueless. The primary difficulty was the lack of integration,
and at times of compatibility, of the proposals in different
areas.

Appendix 3 is a draft of a curriculum proposal prepared pri-
marily by the investigators, it is now under consideration
end revision by the curriculum committee of the Institute
for Environments. Studies. Most of the ideas and sabjects
contained in it were topics of discussio:. by the summer group -
sometimes quite lengthy discussions. Tne lack of a result
and lack of agreement on prosposals may be related to the
differences in attitude revealed by the attitude questionnaires
(see below).

Members of the Task Force suggest several factors which con-
tributed to our fail'.1re in this area. An initial problem be-
came clear at the end of the summer; some members had been
sceptical from the beginning about the possibility of devel-
oping a genuinely innovative curriculum, and were not com-
mitted to this goal. In addition, several indicate that our
numerous discussions which focussed on implementing educa-
tional changes led to a profound sense of disillusionment,
a sense that the realities make reform impossible. These
realities are of two distinct kinds: the political realities
at this University which limit what is possible, and the
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realities of imperfect teachers, students and administrators.
It appears that the latter especially created serious dis-
illusionment in some members of the group, and their realiza-
tion was in part due to the imperfect relationship in our
group itself. A third factor was a sense that designing an
undergraduate curriculum was too large a task, that it was
too complex to be dealt with meaningfully.

Our failure in this area and the disillusionment which
resulted for some members led to a general disorganization
of the group, with some members withdrawing almost completely
and others working only as individuals during the latter part
of August. As noted above, the rejection of the article
probably was also a contributing factor.
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Personal Growth

Everyon: in the riask Force agrees that a realer accomplishment
was the exrande;:. ,wareness of self, others, and education and
its problems wich resulted from cur work. Sore believe this
was by far out most important achievement. The open, informal
relationships led to :ruch greater awareness of others as in-
dividuals. Thus, the student members learned that "faculty
are human too" and vice-versa. Several of the student members
believe that they will be much more sympathetic to the com-
plexities and difficulties of teaching. The faculty and
graduate members believe they have a much greater awareness
of an undergraduate's perspective. All gained insight into
the nature of education and the problems involved, in part
because the group spent a good deal of tine asking questions
which are usually ignored or assumed away. This increased
awareness served as a catalyst for individual's ideas and
feelings. Some are more committed to educational reform, and
optimistic about the possibilities they believe they gained
useful ideas for change from our work. Others are much more
pessimistic, and view the educational situation, at least in
large universities, as hopeless.

While it is clear that the summer increased everyone's under-
standing of the problems, of others as individuals, it was
noted above that we were unable to reach agreement on some
fundamental issues. Also, it is not clear to what extent
group membership itself discounts for the increased optimism
or pessimism of individuals at the end of the summer, or
whether the summer's activity simply reenforced latent feelings
which would have catalyzed in other contexts if not in this
one. The extent of change observed in the questionnaire
results suggest that both mechanisms were contributing.

Finally, several members feel that they experienced consider-
able personal growth during the summer, as a result of their
relationships with other group members. They believe that
their growth is unequally attributable to their experiences
as mem'iers of the Task Force.



SICNIFI(JAVi:

flT QUI.:STIONNAMES

The attitudinal questionnaire (Appendix 4) was administered
three times: at the beginning of the summer, middle of the
summer, and at the end. We have examined the results of this
questionnaire to determine the degree of agreement or dis-
agreement and the changes which occurred over the course of
the summer. The questionnaire contained 75 questions including
a number with sub-parts. These questions divide into three
distinct groups. The first section attempted to ascertain
some attitudes about the environment and its problems, the
second section examined attitudes toward life styles, and the
third section examined attitudes about education and educational
change. It is most convenient to discuss the results of these
sections separately.

The Environment. The most notable result about the attitudes
toward the environment is that there was little change in tne
course of the summer in individual attitudes about the envir-
onment. After eliminating some questions for which the results
appeared unreliable there were significant changes in attitude
by two or more members of the group for only t!iree cuestions
of the forty-three asked. We suppose this results from the
focus of the summer group on education and its 1-)oblems rather
than detailed discussion of enironmental problems.

The positions held by members of the group exhibited more dis-
agreement than agreement. About ten questions produced sub-
stantial agreement although not necessarily of the same degree
of intensity and about twenty questions produced substantial
disagreement. The questions for which agreement was found
fit into one of two characterizations: either the issue in
the question was one having received wide publicity in the
press (for example, preventing the SST, legalization of
abortion, banning of non-returnable bottles, etc.) or the
question raised an issue for which one would expect dative
unanimity from a group of middle class and upper middle class
college students and faculty (for example, the creation of
bicycle lanes in city streets, an historical perspective is
important for environmental problems, birth control assistance
should be provided, etc.)

Those issues which more subtly underlie our environmental
problems such as the question of whether economic growth is
inimical to environmental quality produced more division of
opinion including uncertainty on the part of some respondents.
In general, questions involving regulation by the government
of individuals were rejected by the majority of the group,
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but redulatiek of LusineLe; or ,iovern7-,tntal :dies was supported.
'i-nrough Fcct cf the querticnnaires, particularly of the young
resbondent, t).ere ::00PZ; to he a thread of distrust and cynicism
about oar traoitional governmental processes.

Life :;tvlos. Si..:toen questions (including sub-questions) were
asked of about life style attitudes. These questions wereasked
in such a way that it is difficult to distinguish betwcen the
resi_onaents' .personal habits and their tolerance of life styles
in others. It wis necessary to do this because the respondents
would otherwise have been placed in the position of personally
admitting to or endorsing ilkpgal action. The result which
emerges is an almost equal division between agreement and
disagreement. The group mostly favored or were willing to
approve in others cohabitation by unmarried persons, extended
families with or without sexual exchange, group marriage,
women's liberation, homosexual liberation, and generally
endorsed communal living.

They were divided over questions of cohabitation by married
persons (not married to each other), usage of alcohol, mari-
juana, tobacco, LSD, and the actual ability of the majority
of the younger generation to live up to the currently popular
popularized ideals of the "new culture". Again, ideas changed
but little over the summer. The only noticeable change was
that a larger proportion endorsed communal living and community
ideas or supported them more strongly. This no doubt results
from the intense involvement in the summer group. In a cor-
relation with age, the younger respondents endorsed the tenets
of the counter culture, frequently including the use of drugs,
although strongly rejecting alcohol and tobacco. Older resp-
ondents were more variable and tended to be somewhat tolerant
of a wide variety of life styles. Noticeably the younger re-
spondents, despite their endorsement of new life styles in
the'tounter-culture" sense occup'ed rigid positions with strong
approval and strong disapproval predominating.

Education Here the initial lacy: of agreement among the group
was most noticeable of all. Of the twenty-five questions,
nineteen were the subjects of consistent disagreement, taking
disagreement to occur when two or more members of the al-pup
hold strong positions in oppositio, to others in the group.
Six questions produced agreement by midsummer at the latest.
By comparison, the life style questionnaires could he accounted
as agreement among any group of fourteen individuals. The life
style attitudes are more obvious in day to day social contact,
and we suppose that the reasonable agreement about life styles
may have encouraged members to assume agreement on educational
attitudes where such agreement did not exist.
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one 1.J'e tr' proposa1, we set out to
ev,AluaLe the Pere, a: method for curriculum design and
as learnini eeriehce or the :,:ez-;bors. To execute this task
we collecter i.hviduaL .,taterents from the remhe rs of their
goals x:e 1.:= r:t the f q-2girmir,(5 of the Furi:1-it-!r ( just prior to
the '1' jroup) at the riddle of the summer (approximately July 20) ,
and at tie: ens: of the summer (approximately September 1) . We
held several sessions with all or nearly all of the group present
in which our progress, opinions, and conclusions about the task
and the methods of doing them were discussed at length. These
subjective statements together with some of our opinions about
them are the source of the material used to write the main body
of the report. In addition, several members of the group, in-
cluding the principal investigator, have appended personal
statements as of this date (January 1971) which reflect longer
consideration of the intense involvement of the summer and the
continued function of the group in their association about the
new elementary course on the environment.

A set of attitudinal questionnaires were made up and administered
during the course of the summer at the dates given above. A
sample of this cuestionnaire is appended as an appendix. As
stated on the cover sheet of the questionnaire, no examination
was made of the questionnaire until all summers' work was com-
pleted. We had planned to put the results on punch cards and
perform extensive computer analysis of the results. For various
reasons this has proved to be impossible and is discussed in
section three above. The questionnaires exhibited a number
of shortcomings and should not be used in their present form.
The principal shortcomings in the questionnaire are these:

1. The questionnaire is too long. Many found the task of
filling out the questionnaires sufficiently onerous that their
attitude may have been changed by their antagonistic feelings
about the questionnaire.

2. A number of the questions, perhaps as many as 15, admit
of several interpretations, sufficiently vague that the
results of these questions are quite useless in a simple
attitudinal scale.

3. Some of the respondent', felt that the questionnaire portion
about the environment at times required specific technical know-
ledge and therefore they felt uncomfortable answering. Although
the authors of the questionnaire attempted to avoid such tech-
nical requirements some question is raised about the results of
these parts of the questionnaire, if the respondents did feel
there were technical questions beyond their comprenension. On
the whole we were satisfied with the questionnaire as the first

attempt, but would shorten and revise it for subsequent usage.



ce;I:mer

T;le failure. flit, Tok 1aroL to more Fhcf:cfully cr)mplete
its tas to attributable to probl,-.,5 in t. ;c areas.
Any susc,:unt liar cffcrt may find 'ne:pful a brief des-
cription thc prui,lem,s anti .:ore recommemiltions for al-
leviating t:lcm.

As the sum'cr proressed; it became clear that there was a
fundamental lack of agreement among member in tw atc..as.

This was confirmed by the questionnaires (not examined until
after the summer) . One area was that of the Task Force goals.
Though all members read our original propor.al prior to joining
our group, they varied in the extent to which they accepted
the goals stated there as the primary ones, This was especially
serious, since others simply assumed that all members were
committed to these as the primary goals. Alternative inter-
pretation; shared by some members is that there was agreement
on these goals, but fundamental differences about the means
by which these would be achieved. This lack of agreement was
no doubt partly due to the diversity of members which we con-
sciously sought to obtain; however, in retrospect it is also
clear that we simply did not adequately clarify our under-
standing in these areas at the beginning. Thus, throughout
the summer we had disagreements over the priority of specific
goals, their feasibility, and the means to be employed. Our
use of these different forms of organization reflects this
disagreement over how to proceed.

The other area of disagreement was over the "boundary con-
ditions" or behavioral rules necessary for participation in
the group. Members had very different views of, for example,
the importance of punctuality for meetings, responsibility
for follow-through on assigned tasks, the priority to be given
commitments to the Task Force versus outside responsibilities.
There wenacontinuing hostilities over these issues, with some
members being extremely upset or frustrated when others be-
haved differently from what they expected; typically, those
who violated such expectations had no feelings of haying
acted inappropriately. Thus, much more explicit agreement is
necessary about the group's 9oa-E-and membersT-FesponsibiAities.
There are three ways in which this might be facilitated.

1. The initial selection of members should be based explicitly
on their acceptance of established goals. Hopefully this would
still allow for the selection of people from diverse back-
grounds, though if necessary one might prefer a more homogeneous
group if it is essential to selecting a group which agrees on
these issues.
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2. Tile group by . ;:everal folt t:iat
fourteen too largo. that \:e rc,-it effectively in

C +1' future rnrCc.' :3Ii01.111] prob-
ably be 5s11ler, with a raxirur of ten; should fecilitate
agreement, Ly redaciwr nurber of positions and pelsonalities
involvv.

3. 'l he 91oup shr,ulci :]i5;CUSS in detail and behavioral
rules at or4innir:c.r. This might occur in a sensitivity
or other intenive group experienc:e. We mistakenly assured
agreement on these issues, when in fact they were problematical.

The second problem area was that of internal oranization.
ire never deve3oed a stable organizational structure which
was acceptable to all members. Our main problem was an in-
ability to work effectively while maintaining harmony and
closeness among members. While our lack of agreement on
fundamental issues such as goals and means, no doubt contributed
to our inability to resolve organizational issues, we believe
the latter is somewhat independent of the former.

All members agree that one of the strengths of the Task Force
was the absence of roles and status distinctions between mem-
bers, which facilitated open, honest interchange of ideas.
This openness was essential to the growth which some members
view as our major accomplishment. It was achieved partly as
a result of explicitly directing the sensitivity group toward
breaking down these distinctions. However, having removed
external bases of organization such as academic status, age,
and sex in order to achieve equalitarian relations, we developed
no alternative basis of organization. We attempted to rely on
personal interest and "natural leadership", but this was in-
effective. As it became clear over the summer that we had not
spontaneously developed an organization, the investigators
responded by taking increasingly directive roles, which further
alienated some members.

There are two recommendations we would make to similar groups:

1. While an early intensive experience is essential to ef-
fective personal relationships, it should also focus on
organizational problems, and techniques of working together.
We are told by sensitivity trainers thrt both foci are
possible, given enough time.

2. There should be continuing evaluation of the effectiveness
of the group as it operates. Again, we tended to assume that
we would not have organizational problems, due to the close
relationships between members. In fact, our experience sug-
gests that the former may result from the latter.
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curriculum deve1Lmm,2nt royuire pore than ton t;pes, and
that pr;:vHin cn1 have 1.Lcil made to contin:Ir. the 'Task
Voice at Le,1=-: !.hrohlh the followinq seme!-Aer They recom-
mend that ;A-vision be made for continuing worl: via pro-
vision cf. ferid3 1,.-; well as academic credit for participants
durinu tho semoter. Other remtJers feel that we had apple
time, an failed to use it effectively, clue to the
proLlems c i cu; ec above.
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INSTITUTE FOR EOVIRMilEITAL STUDIES

UWIVERS1TY OF !ISCONSIN

The following questionnaire has been prepared jointly
by several Institute staff members. We believe that under
certain circumstances, it is highly desirable to determine
people's attitudes toward several issues with which the
Institute is concerned. Specifically, the questions below
deal with three substantive issuest 1) educational innova-
tion, 2) environmental problems, and 3) life-styles. In
addition, a section at the end of the questionnaire asks
for some demographic information about each respondent.

We would like you to be as honest and frank in res-
ponding to these questions as you can. The information
obtained will be most valuable to all if you respond in
terns of how you genuinely feel about each issue at this
time. Some one person will be selected to analyse the
individual questionnaires. No one else will have access
to then. It is unlikely that he will be able to identify
the person who completes each one. Al]. reports of the
data will deal only with aggregate, summary aspects.
So there is no public audience about which you need be
concerned in answering these questions.

Thank you very much for your cooperation.



I. ATTITUDES TOWARD THE ENVIROMENTAL CRISIS

1. What elements would you include in a definition of

the environmental crisis?



Ia. ATTITUDES A3OUT THE AIiERICAtl SYSTEN OF GOVERN:LI:NT
AND ECONOMY

dote: If you find a statement completely confusing mark
it with an X.

(PLACE it CIRCLL AROUliD YOUR Ramao

2. The cost of pollution abatement should be paid by the
polluter, be he an individual or a company.

Strongly
Agree

Slightly
Agree Agree Neutral

Slightly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree Disagree

3. The cost of pollution abatement should be paid by the
citizens of this country.

Strongly
Agree Agree Slightly

Agree Neutral Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

4. Environmental problems are the result of present American
societal goals and values, so that solution of environmental
problems require a change in the goals and values of
society in general.

Strongly
Agree Agree Slightly

Agree Neutral Slightly
Disagree

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

5. The American system of government works effectively
when dealing with environmental crises.

Strongly
Agree Agree

Slightly
Agree Neutral Slightly

Disagree Disagree
Disagree
Strongly

6. Better response to our environmental problems could be
obtained by considerable decentralization of government
power.

Strongly
Agree

Slightly
Agree Agree Neutral Slightly

Disagree
Stronglytrongly
Disagree

7. Instead of the "melting pot" American idea, we should
move toward self governing communities distinguished
by their different cultures or life styles.

Strongly
Agree Agree Slightly

Agree Neutral Slightly StronglyDisagree
Disagreeisagree

b. OemocrnAs will solve environmental problems more quickly
than Republicans.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Slightly
Agree

Neutral
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Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree



9. Some environmental degradation is an inevitable side
effect of any highly industrialized society.

Strongly
NAgree eutral Disagree

Slightly Slightly Strongly
Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

10. Democratic socialism (e.g. Sweden, Yugoslavia, or
Cuba) provides the best control for industrial pollution.

Strongly
;ventral

Slightly StronglyAgree eutral DisagreeAgree Agree Disagree Disagree

11. Solution of our environmental problems will require an
end to growth in the production of durable goods.

Strongly Slightly Slightly Strongly
Agree Neutral DisagreeAgree Agree Disagree Disagree

12. A rising standard of living for poor people in America
can be achieved even if society cuts back economic growth.

Strongly
N

Slightly Slightly Strongly
Agree eutral Disagree

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

13. America has an obligation to provide all the food it can
for hungry nations.

Strongly
Agree

A
Slightly

gree
Agree

neutral

Ib. ATTITUDES ABOUT THE CRISIS

Slightly
Disagree

S
Disagree

Strcngly
Disagree

14. An environmental studies institute certainly should con-
cern itself with resource management, pollution,abatement
and "pure" ecology. It should also concern itself with
social issues such as consumption, life style, poverty,
urban design, political systems and family structure.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree Neutral

Slightly
Disagree

S
Disagree tronglr

Disagree

15. An often quoted Pogo statement about the environment is
"Ue have met the enemy and they are us". Do you agree
with it?

Strongly
Agree

Agree Slightly
Agree Neutral

Slightly
Disagree

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

16. The problem is not that we will all die from environmental
degradation--the problem is that perhaps we can adjust
and adapt to the degraded conditions.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree Neutral
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Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree



1/. liany, or perhaps most, of our environmental difficulties
are implicit in the attit%tdes toward nature fostered by
Judeo - Christian view of man and nature.

Strongly
Agree Agree Slightly

Agree
Neatral Slightly

Lisagree
Stronglytrongly
Disagree

18. Ownershi) of property does not give the owner the right
to maim the wild plants and animals which live in, on,
or over it.

Strongly
Agree Agree

Slightly
Agree Neutral

Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

19. It is important to understand the historical and philo-
sophical roots of our environmental crisis.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree

Neutral
Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

20. Land and wildlife preservation is equally as important as
pollution abatement.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree

Neutral
Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

21. The upper midale class (and the rich) together with
society's leaders have embraced environmental issues to
avoid facing the issues of racial justice, the war, and
other urban crises.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree

neutral
Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

22. Blacks should place a higher priority on environmental
problems than on problems they currently note as more
important.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Slightly
Agree

Neutral
Slightly
Disagree

23. There is a conservation generation gap.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree

Neutral
Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

Stronglytronglf
Disagree

24. zeal solutions to our environmental problems demand
militancy.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Slightly
Agree Neutral

Slightly
Asagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree



Ic ATTITUDES ABOUT SPECIFIC CRISES

25. There are several million acres of public lands in the
United States (arid lands, forests, parks, wilderness
areas, recreational area,etc.). Commercial concerns
interested in development of these lands should have
minimal say in their management.

Strongly Agree Slightly
Agree Agree Neutral Slightly Disagree Strongly

Disagree Disagree

26. National Parks should be primarily for recreation and
not for preservation of native American natural conmunities.

Strongly
Agree

Slightly
Neutral DisagreeSlightly Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

27. Eln trees should be allowed to die rather than be sprayed.

Slightly StronglyDisagree Disagree
Strongly

Agree
Slightly Neutral DisagreeAgreeAgree

28. Woodlot cutting and marsh draining in this county should
be prohibited.

Strongly Agr Slightlyee
AgreeAgree Neutral

Slightly Disagree
Strongly

Disagree Di saga:,..

29. Additional arid lands should not he brought under
irrigation.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree

Neutral
Slightly Strongly
Disagree

Disagree
Disagree

30. Off shore oil drilling should continue.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly NeutralAgree

Slightly Strongly
Disagree

Disagree Disagree

31. Non-returnable bottles and aluminum cans should be banned.

Strongly
Agree Agree

Slightly Slightly Strongly
Neutral D i sagree

Agree Disagree Disagree

32. Large, punitive fines should be instituted for air polluters
(both industries and car owne,:s with faulty exhaust
systems) after they have been given a warning.

Strongly Slightly eutral SlightlyAgree DisagreeAgree Agree
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33. The SST should be built.

Strongly
g

Disagree
Disagree

Slightly neutral
Slightly

DisaStrongly Agree
DisagreeAgreeAree

34. Bicycle lanes should be provided on city streets.

Slightly
Neutral

Strongly Agree
Agree Agree

Slightly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree Disagree

35. The unmodified internal combustion engine should be
banned.

Stiongly
Agree Agree

Slightly
Agree

Neutral
Slightly Disagree Strongly
Disagree Disagree

Id ATTITUDES ABOUT POPULATION GROWTH

36. :4odest population growth in the highly developed countries
is more of an environmental problem than the spiraling
population growth in poorer nations (Asia, Latin America
etc.).

Strongly Slightly Slightly Strongly
Agree neutral Disagree DisagreeAgree Agree D-sagree

37. n-imilies should be urged by educational advertising to
limit themselves to two children.

Strongly ;neutraleutral DiSlightly Slightly Strongly
Disagree .

Agree Agree Disagree DIsagree

33. The United Stages tax structure ailould be designed to
discriminate against those whc have more than two children.

Strongly
Agree

Slightly
Neutral Slightly Disagree

Strongly
Agree 1gree Disagree Disagree

39. The state should force families to limit themselves to
two children.

Strongly NAgree eutral Disagree
Slight_ Slightly Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

40. The state should provide clinical birth control assistance.

Strongly Agree
Agree

StronglySlightly w..sagree
Disagree

Slightly Neutral
DisagreeAgree
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41. Abortion should be legalized.

Slightly neutralAgree
Strongly

Agree
Slightly
Disagree Disagree Strongly

Disagree

42. The state should provide abortion centers.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Slightly neutral Disagree
Slightly Strongly

Agree Disagree Disagree

43. Blacks are inordinately hung up about the idea of de-
creasing population growth.

Strongly
nAgree eutral DisagreeSlightly Slightly Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

Ii ATTITUDES ABOUT LIFE STYLE

44. In approval or disapproval of the several familial living
arrangements listed below, disregard legal considerations.

a. Co-habitation by unmarried persons

Strongly DisapproveDisapprove
Neutral,

undecided Approve Strongly
approve

b. Co-habitation by persons married but not to each other.

Neutral, Strongly
Strongly Approve
disapprove

Disapprove undecided approve

c. Extended family (several married couples), conventional
sexual patterns

Strongly
Disapprovedisapprove

neutral,
undecided Approve

Strongly
approve

d. Extended family, free sexual interchange

Strongly
eisapprove

Disapprove Neutral
undecided Approve

Strongly
approve

e. Communal marriage (several persons, each "married"
to each of the others)

Strongly
Disapprovedisapprove

Neutral,
undecided Approve

Strongly
approve



Disregarding legal considerations indicate your personal
approval or disapproval of the following practices by some
elements of our society.

f. Frequent consumption of alcohol

Strongly Disapprovedisapprove
Neutral, Approve

undecided

g. Smoking "grass" (maijuana) frequently

Strongly Disapprovedisapprove
Neutral, Approve

undecided

h. Smoking tobacco regularly

Strongly
disapprove :iisapprove

Neutral,
undecided

Approve

Strongly
approve

Strongly
approve

Strongly
approve

i. Using psychedelic drugs (LSD, etc.) occasionally

Strongly
Disapprovedisapprove

Neqtral,
undecided

Approve Strongly
approve

j. Using "speed" (benzedrine, dexidrine, and other
stimulating drugs) regularly.

Strongly
Disapprove

d disapprove undecided
Approve

Strongly
approve

45. The majority of the citizens under 30 are prepared to
embrace Jinpler life styles than their parents (including
consuming less and having smaller real incomes).

Strongly
Agree

Slightly
Agree

Agree Neutral
Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

46. I am willing to give up many of the conveniences of
modern living if it results in wiser uses of our natural
resources.

Strongly
Agree Agree

Slightly
Agree

:ieutral
Slightly
Disagree

Disagree
Strongly

47. Communal or extended families are socially healthier and
consume less than nuclear families (husband, wife, and
children).

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree

Neutral
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Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree



48. I can think of acquaintances with whom I would like to
live in some kind of cooperative community (though not
necessarily in one living area with a total sharing of
resources).

Strongly
Agree Agree Slightly

Agree
Neutral Slightly

Disagree
Stronglytrongly
Disagree

49. Fully liberating women is a positive benefit for our
society.

Strongl:
Agree Agree Slightly

Agree
neutral Slightly

Disagree
Disagree Strongly

Oisagree

50. Homosexual liberation is a positive gain for our society.

Strongly
Agree Agree Slightly

Agree
Neutral

III EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION

Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

The following questions deal with educational innovation,
as a general issue. Three terms are used repeatedly; the
terms and their definitions, as employed in this question-
naire, are:

1) curriculum: refers to a collection and/or sequence of
exl.leriences (classes, seminars, work-study, etc.) with a
particular educational goal.

2) courso content: the ideas, concepts, techniques which
are communicated in a colIrse.

3) course format: the means or pedagogical techniques
employed to communicate the content, whether lectures,
seminars, independent work, multi-media presentations, etc.

PLEASE USE THESE:. aaEhiliioda IN RESPONDING TO WESTIOOS WHICH
EHPLOY TERNS.

!)l. Curricula should be designed primarily to meet the needs
of society in the subject area.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Slightly
Agree

Neutral Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

52. Curricula should be designed primarily to meet the needs
of the students who will be receiving the education.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Slightly
Ag.ee

neutral
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Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree



53. Curricula should generally be designed in terms cf the
characteristics of the field as an academic/professional
specialty (or of the fields in the case of interdisciplinary
curricula).

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree Neutral

Slightly
Disagree

Disagree Strongly
Disagree

54. Curriculum planning should be primarily in the hands
of the faculty.

Strongly
Agree Agree Slightly

Agree
Neutral Slightly

Disagree
Stronglytrongly
Disagree

55. Curriculum planning 'should be primarily in the hands
of the students.

Strongly
Agree Agree

:,lightly
Agree

Neutral
Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

56. !Mile students may contribute to curriculum planning,
final authority over adopting and implementing curricula
should be reserved for faculty.

Strongly
Agree Agree Slightly

Agree Neutral Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

57. Joint work on curriculum planning, through cooperative
efforts by students and faculty, can be productive.

Strongly
Agree Slightly

Agree Agree
Neutral Slightly

Disagree
St%ongly

Disagree Disagree

58. It is difficult for students and faculty to work together
in educational planning, given the differences in age,
experience and values !which separate then.

Strongly
Agree

Agree Slightly
Agree Neutral Slightly

Disagree
Stronglytrongly
Disagree

59. Innovative curricula, in terms of the type and sequencing
of educational experiences, are most likely to come fron
students, sincc they are less committed to traditional
methods (lectures, course sequences, etc.).

Strongly
Agree Agree Slightly

Agree Neutral Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

60. Innovative course formats, such as use of multi-media pre-
sentations, work-study programs, etc., arc unlikely to come
from faculty.

Agtte
Slightly Slightly Strongly

Neutral Disagree
Agree Disagree Disagree

Strongly
Agree
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61. Students are likely to be too idealistic in their approach
to education, thus ignoring major realistic constraints
on what can be done in a college or university.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree N

Seutral lightly

Disagree
Disagree Disagree

Strongly

62. A desirable curriculum would be one in which a student
essentially develops his on program, drawing on available
courses and faculty.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree

Neutral
Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

63. Students and faculty should work together on all mutual
problems, including budget and resource allocation,
faculty appointments, and course content and format.

Strongly
Agree

Slightly
Agree Agree

Neutral
Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrong1y
Disagree

64. Students working closely with the instructor in a specific
course can make that course a better learning experience
for all involved.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree

Neutral Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

65. Faculty rend to be too involved in research, consulting and
professional activities, and therefore devote too little
time to education.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree

Neutral Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

66. Current educational practice in colleges and universities
represents what is possible, given all the conflicting
interests and pressures.

Strongly
Agree Agree

Slightly
Agree Neutral

Slightly
Disagree Disagree Disagree

Strongly

67. Ldministrators are a primary obstacle to educational in-
novation, since they are primarily concerned about non-
educational natters such as minimising costs,

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Lgree

Neutral

2;

Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree



68. Genuine educational innovation in the sense of increasing
student involvement in their education is probably not
possible in large universities.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree Neutral

Slightly StronglyDisagree
Disagree Disagree

69. Students tend to be unfamiliar with the literature and
suggestions of educational reformers.

Strongly
Agree Agree

Slightly
Agree Ileutral

Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

70. Faculty tend to be unfamiliar with the literature and
suggestions of educational reformers.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree

Neutral
Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

71. Students are unlikely to contribute new curricula or course
formats which have not been already suggested by critics
of current practice.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree

Neutral
Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

72. In general, faculty and administrators have thought much
more about educational problems than students and others
realize.

Strongly
Agree

Agree
Slightly
Agree

Neutral
Slightly
Disagree

Stronglytrongly
Disagree

73. Genuine change in education, in the sense of establishing
an open, intellectually critical community, is probably
not possible in large universities.

Strongly
Agree Neutral DisagreeSlightly Slightly Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

74 Educational change will not make any real difference; new
groups will develop who will be just as unhappy vrith the
new program,

Strongly
Agree Devtral DisagreeSlightly Slightly Strongly

Agree Agree Disagree Disagree

75. There is little point in changing curricula or courses,
since the formal educational system has little impact on
students; their "education' occurs mostly outside Hie
formal system.

Strongly Slightly
Agree

Agree
Agree

Ileutral

au

Slightly
Disagree

Strongly
Disagree

Disagree



IV BACKGROUND INFORMATION

1. Identification code. Father's middle name

Aother's middle name
2. Age:

3. Sex: MALE FLAALE

4. Education:

a. Number of full-time semesters/quarters (indicate which)
you have completed at undergraduate level:

b. number of full-time semesters/quarters (indicate which)
you have completed at graduate level:

c. Degrees held: BA/BS:

Ph.D. Other (indicate)

5. Subject area(s), major fields with which you identify your-
self (or in which you are earning degrees):

G. How would you characterize your career orientation; i.e.,
what are you doing or do you want to do with your education?
You might find phrases such as basic research, applied re-
search, active change agent, teaching, or "gadfly on the
Establishment's rump" apnropriate.

7. How would you characterize your general political views?

Conservative, Republican Conservative, Democrat

1:oderate, Republican _ ::oderate, Democrat

Liberal, Republican Liberal, Democrat

Eloderate, Independent Leftist

Other (indicate



8. Please, briefly describe your previous experiences with
educational planning/innovation, particularly experience
with joint faculty-student or student-faculty-administration
groups.

In addition to these standard items, we are interested in
learning scmething about peoples' life-style preferences.
Thus, we would like you to carefully consider and answer
the three followinc: questions:

9. We would like to learn something about your musical tastes.
For each of the following types of music, please indicate if
you like or dislike it by circling your response.

a. Chamber music

Like Like
very much somewhat

Neutral
somewhat Very much
Dislike Dislike

b. Orchestral classics

Like Like
very such somewhat

c. Light Classics

Like
very much

Like
somewhat

d. Husicals

Like Like
very much somewhat

1:eutral

Wentral

'Neutral

e. Country/t!estern (pure)

Like Like
very much somewhat

Neutral

Dislike
somewhat

Dislike
somewhat

Dislike
somewhat

Dislike
somewhat

Dislike
very much

Dislike
very much

Dislike
very much

Dislike
very much



f. Folk Music (pure)

Like Like
very much somewhat

g. Folk rock

Like Like
very much somewhat

h. Hard/Acid Rock

Like Like
very much somewhat

i. Electronic music

Like
very much

Like
somewhat

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Dislike
somewhat

Dislike
somewhat

Dislike
somewhat

Dislike
somewhat

Dislike
very much

Dislike
very much

Dislike
very much

Dislike
very much

10. We are also interested in your literary preferences. We
have constructed a number of sets of authors; each set
contains three names of literary figures whose works we
consider simIlar in some important way. Please a) go
through the entire list and cross out the names of all
those whose work is unfamiliar to you (you need not have
read a man's work to be familiar with it). Then ET in-
dicate the extent to which you like or dislike the worts
of the man/men whose name(s) remain in each set.

a. Tom Wolfe, Kurt Vonnegut, Ken Kesey

Like Like
very much somewhat

Neutral
somewhat very much
Dislike Dislike

b. Herman Wesse, Tolkein, Lewis Carroll

Like
very much

Like
somewhat Neutral

Dislike Dislike
somewhat very much

c. J.K. Gilbraith, Kenneth Doulding, Desmond Morris

Like Like
very much somewhat

1:eutral
Dislike
somewhat

d. Pinter, Le Roi Jones, Andy Warhol

Dislike
very much

Like Like Neutral
Dislike Dislike

very much somewhat somewhat very much
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e. Carl Oglesby, Abbie Hoffman, flarcuse

Like Like
Neutral Dislike Dislike

very much somewhat somewhat very much

f. John Updike, Saul Bellow, Philip Roth

Like Like
Neutral Dislike Dislike

very much somewhat somewhat very much

g. Camus, Sartre

Like Like
Neutralvery much somewhat

h. Shakespeare, Ibsen, Shaw

Dislike Dislike
somewhat very much

Like Like
Neutral Dislike Dislike

very much somew .iat somewhat very much

i. Dickens, Hardy, Forster

Like Like
Neutral Dislike Dislike

very much somewhat somewhat very much

j. O'Hara, Robbins

Like Like
Neutral Dislike Dislike

very much somewhat somewhat very much

k. Steinbcck, SLIclair Lewis, Hemingway

Like Like
Neutral Dislike Dislike

very much somewhat somewhat very much

11. We would like to sample your preferences for outdoor
activities. Please indicate how much you like or dis-
like the following activities.

a. Sailing

Like Like Dislike Dislike
very zAlch somewhat somewhat very much

b. Bac).packing

Like Lik,a Dislike Dislike
very much so.c:;1,at somewhat very much

c. Gardening

Like Like Dislike Dir.like
very much somewhat somewhat very much

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral



d. Canoeing

Like Like
very much somewhat

e. Birawatching

Like Like
very much somewhat

f. Flowerstudy

Like Like
very much somewhat

g. Rock climbing

Like Like
very much somewhat

h. Hunting

Like Like
very much somewhat

i. Fishing

Like Like
very much somewhat

j. Snowmobiling

Like Like
very much somewhat

k. Skiing

Like
very much somewhat

1. Cross country skiing

Like Neutral
very much somewhat

m. Bicycling

Like Like
very much so:Iewhat

n. slater skiing

Like Like
very much somewhat

o. otorcycle touring

Like Neutral
very nuc somewhat

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Dislike Di :like
somewhat very much

Dislike Dislike
somewhat very much

Dislike
somewhat

Dislikeislike
somewhat

Neutral

Neutral

Neutral

neutral

Neutral

Neutral

Dislike
very much

Dislike
very much

Dislike Dislike
somewhat very much

Dislike Dislike
somewhat very much

Dislike
somewhat

Dislike
someiThat

Dislike
verf much

Dislike
very much

Di .like Dislike
somewhat very much

Dislike Dislike
somewhat very much

Dislike Dislike
somewhat very much

Disi .e Dislike
very much



V.

AN UNDEWiRADUATL CUPRIcUL

Why Do We Need A Naw Curricula -

Seven yearsyears ago in 1963 when Stewrt Udall then Secretary

of the Interior wrote The Quiet Crisis President John F. Fennedy

was able to write in the introduction that "A once beautiful nation

is in danger of turning into an 'ugly' America ... The crisis may

be quiet, but it is urgent". The rate of change and the events

since that time only seven years ago have been rapid and turbulent

in quite unexpected ways. Today we find John W. Gardner saying "A:i

a nation we have never faced more ominous proble: s the threat

of nuclear war, irreversible destruction of the environment, a

world population crisis, urban decay, civil disorder. I don't need

to tell you about the problems, you have seen them growing steadily,

in scope and intensity. And you have seen too our apparently in-

creasing inability to gain command of our problems. I find every-

where, among all segments of the populous, something apuroaohing

a sense of helplessness. They hardly krnw where to begin."

"Every informed American has heard about the problems so often

he is bored by them. Rut under the boredom, he is worried. I'm

worried too, more than I can tell you. I fear for our country. I'm

not just worried about the size and scope of the problems. I'm

worried about the hatred, the growing cynicism, the loss of confi-

dence."

The strident voices and intemperate accusasions of the poli-

tical extremes, the young, the blacks and even the Vice-President

of the United States show us almost daily the truth of Gardner's

words. We have seen, in the past year, these deep divisions result

in mindless violence, heartbreaking tragedy and calls for repres-

sion of dissent. The violence is real and fears of re4,re3ion and

Ski
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conservative senator from North Carolina on *he floor of the

Senate. The majority of Americans, who are neither strid,:nt nor

violent nor even, for that matter. artj.culate in their epresion

feel themselves hurtling into a future they do not comprenen,

by present problems they do not fully understand, and driven hy d

change process that no longer seems responsive to human control.

As we have begun to understand the nature of our present en

vironmental plight, so too have we begun to understand the lack

of ready solutions. The symptoms are easy enough to see - pollution,

depletion of resources, destruction of human dignity, and the run-

away growth of technology - but meaningful solutions rut deal with

the deep divisions in our society as well as control measures for

symptoms. We shall need science and technology, turned to the services

of man, to assist us out of our plesent difficulties but we shall

need far more, for the plain fact is that technology will not solve

our present problems. Garrett Har,lin and John Platt have shown very

clearly that many of our present environmental problems are of a

kind that cannot have technological solutions. Western society has

grown used to the expectation that experts will solve our proble:Is

and that specialists pressed into service in sufficient numbers

can mitigate any difficulty, yet we know some of our present plight

results from this belief, Alvin Weinberg, director of the Oak Ridge

National Laboratories, point out that "if it is true that onli the

specialist knows what he is talking about it is also true that only

the generalist knows why he should talk at all". Rene Dubos warns

further that "a society that blindly accepts the decisions of ex-

perts is a sick society".
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By worldwide standards, our scciety is a resonahly well-

educated society. Most of our leaders and a significant fraction

of the population have pursue(' programs through college, yet such

people seen no more able to solve our present problems than the

uneducated among us. Our educational programs must therefore shoul-

der a fraction of the blame for our present difficulties. The uni-

versities as well as the school systems have failed in one of the

tasks society must ask of them. These are not new sentiments. Con-

sider the following calls for change:

"The university in point of fact does not operate in a
totally laissez-faire environment. It is strongly in-
fluenced by public needs that are present-oriented, and
the present-oriented functions have most frequently been
directed to the preservation of the status quo even if
the future may have been put in jeopardy, the idea that
the purpose of higher education is the 'search for truth'
coupled with 'freedom of inquiry' has become institu-
tionalized. The result has been greater and greater spe-
cialization and the concentration on certain problems
without regard to the needs of society."

Faculty Document 279,
University of Wisconsin Faculty

America's institutions of higher learning must do more
than change their curricula or allow student and faculty
to create their own new programs. They must do more
than change their committee structures or their organi-
zational arrangements. They must do more than make piece-
meal concessions to change. They must do more than merely
defend themselves.

They must take the initiative, take it in such a way
that thereiino more doubt as to what they intend to
achieve and how all the components of the institution
would be involved in achieving it. They must call together
their keenest minds and their most humane souls to sit
and probe and question and plan and discard and re-plan
until a new concept of a university emerges, one that
will fit today's needs and will have its major thrust
toward tomorrow's.

Samuel Gould, Chancellor
State University of New York
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We need in the university community a focused, systema-
tic, responsible, even aggressive concern for the manner
in which society is evolving a concern for its values,
for the problems it faces, and for the strategies appro-
priate to clarify those values and solve those problems.
We need men who are seeking new solutions and helping
us on toward those solutions. We need designers of the
future. We need to be told how to build a better society
and how to get from here to there."

John W. Gardner, former secretary of
Health, Education and Welfare

"It is at this point - at the last millisecond before
midnight - that humanism and the social scientist are
being invited to help salvage our society ... they must
now assume a major responsibility for averting the im-
pending doom. There is only one way to do so, and that
is to reassert the primacy of a man centered culture
which subordinates technology to the human condition.
That is what the new environmental policy is really all
about - a renaissance of man in the decade of the 70's."

James Allen, Assistant Secretary
Commissioner of Education

"We need ..ew knowledge, new perceptions, new attitudes -
and these must extend to all levels of government and
throughout the private sector as well: to industry; to
the professions; to each individual in his job and in
his home. We must seek nothing less than a basic reform
in the way our society looks at problems and makes de-
cisions ... it is also vital that our entire society de-
velops a new understanding and a new awareness of man's
relation to his environment what might be called 'en-
vironmental literacy'. This will require the development
and teaching of environmental concepts at every point
in the educational process."

Richard Nixon,
President of the United States

"What is happening, in the great universities as well
as the less great, is that the entire educational pro-
cess is becoming fixed - hung up as the phrase now goes -
on its vocational end result. The job out there, the
profession or the industry dictates the 'training' (their
word, not mine) in the graduate schools, and the graduate
schools dictate the preparation in the colleges, the
whole system congeals from the top down like a pond free-
ing. The danger is that, society may congeal with it,
for nothing is more certAin in history of our kind than
the fact that frozen societies perish."
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"There is no quarrel between the humanities and the
sciences, there is only a need, common to hot': -)f them,
to put the idea of man back where it once stood, at the
focus of our lives; to make the end of education the pre-
paration of men to be men, and so to restore mankind --
and above all to this natio/. of mankind the concept
of humanity with which humanity can live."

Archibald MacLeish
Poet

It would be possible to continue at great length the reasoned

but urgent calls from many leaders of our society for a prompt re-

sponse in our educational system to the environmental problems and

to the social problems in which our environmental problems are em-

bedded. It is in this spirit that this curriculum is offered. No

claim is made that this particular curriculum or these particular

ideas will cure the long standing ills of society nor that it will

promptly solve society's urgent short rangeand long range problems.

Nevertheless, we have seen a youthful generation our own children

loose faith in our educational system in significant numbers and

many of the adult leaders in society feel threatened by societal

events over which they feel they have no control.

We seem to have lost sight of the basic meaning, of reason in

experimentation in the search for truth. We have attempted here

to design a curriculum leaving open the options of students to be-

come specialists and experts or to become simply knowledgeable men

concerned with the nature of the human condition, knowledge and

concern which they e:an then carry with them into whatever business

or profession they happen to practice in our society. We do not

conclude that we know the future or can, with certainty, predict

the results. de can only say that the plan is a carefully thought

out one, which seems to offer some prospect of helping in a small

way the process toward a liveable future world. In the true spirit

of experimentation we ask students and faculty to dedicate then

selves to education, understanding and the highest aspirations of



the hu man spirit. We shall 1..7.J1 in Joint experiment whi-,1 is

helpful and what is hot. We sh it expoot to change, end

experiment again in the belief that diversity of approach offers the

best rational approach to understanding and solution of our present

and future problems.

The Aims Of The Curriculum

We hope this curriculum will offer a broad spectrum of students

an opportunity to pursue their real concerns for the way in which

society is evolving. We hope that it will offer understanding of

both the short and long range problems of our human environment

and an understanding of the physical, biological, and social world

in which we finally understand that we are one animal species among

many striving for continued existence on a planet of finite extent.

We hope to concern ourselves with the nature of human condition

and the aspirations of each man for a life of dignity, meaning and

satisfaction. We hope to provide opportunities for students to ac-

quire a breadth of understanding as well as, if they should so de-

sire, an adequate preparation for continued specialized professional

training. We hope that the central question will remain part of

our continuing concern - the question ''How is it we are here"? We

must be prepared to consider what parts of our present condition

are unprecedented in the history of humankind and what parts are

only the present day equivalents of questions which have plagued

mankind for thousands of years. Most of all we hope that students

can achieve the understanding that their education is a never end-

ing process to be pursued by themselves without teachers through-

out their lives in an effort to gain not only knowledge but wisdom.

We offer only modest changes from existing programs because we can-

not predict what radical departures might be most successful. We

offer students some opportunity to pursue those questions which

trouble them most for these questions are the most meaningful to

any man. We require some study of ideas found successful in the

past.
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There are undeniable risk. ,:ase v,-)s p%it

Chitty, professor of zoology at the University (.) ;1-jH.sh ColurMiz,,

By trying to stuy too many subjects one may t:p .r.ere amac_uer

at each. The classical solution to this problem is to train a mn

in the liberal arts; to train him so that he is cpale of disting-

uishing good from bad arguments; so tnat he ci:n put forward a good

argument himself; so that he can write dell and spcak well; so

that he can, in fact, apply a trained mind to all sorts of unfor-

seeable ci:cumstances. Our difficulty is to know whether this ap-

proach to education, which worked farily well during the 19th cen-

tury, is adequate for modern times. My own feeling is that it :night

be no worse and might be a good deal better than any purely tech-

nical course."

What this curriculum might be thought of, then, is the liberal

arts with the new point of view. Instead of focusing on the great

ideas of human kind this approach might be described as a consider-

ation of the human environment, its history, its physical and bio-

logical structure, and its meaning for human hopes. Such a change

in point of view may mean that questions of day to day concern in

people's ordinary lives may receive considerable attention as well

as the great abstractions of philosophy and science. Franz Kafka

at one time remarked that he could not understand why people depre-

cated ordinary life so much since it was the only life they had.

We agree with Kafka and concluded that a point of view starting

from individual concern with the human condition and especially

his own are a proper starting point - but no more than a starting

point - for an education.

Who Will Be Served By This Curriculum?

Given our ideas of free choice in one's education, this cur-

riculum should serve any and all who find its contents interesting.

Nevertheless, the curriculum was designed with certain special

groups of students in mind. For example, the curriculum can easily
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be '.used i)1, pre-professional students (pre-law, Tiremedicine, and

other 1,re-profcssional students) . It is hart. to ill7icline a better

pre:aratiL.1 fur Traduate professional traininci than a hr )ail under-

ste.ding of environmental problems and the societal rrohlens tha

accc Tany them. Certainly the future community leaders represented

by students in our professional schools could provide the Furvasive

grass rots leadership For real citizen participation in present

political action and planning for the future.

many college curricula are prepared as if the student enter-

ing the university was reasonably sure of what his educational

and/or career goals are. In real life this is seldom the case. In

response to persistent questions from their parents and others

many young people devise a pat answer to the question "what are

you going to do"? The fact of the matter is, that the majority of

young people are not at all certain what they wish to do, what

course of educatioh they wish to follow or what career they wish

to pursue after college. We have attempted to recognize this mass

of undecided students in the design of this curriculum and prepared

it in such a way that the maximum number of options remain open

against future changes of mind.

It is especially difficult for the undecided student in a large

university. When asked to declare a major and thus become associa-

ted with a department it becomes increasingly difficult to sample

other disciplines or other colleges within the university except

through the medium of large impersonal introductory courses. We

hope such sampling can be done within this program in ways that

are still part of the coherent lock at environmental problems.

The curriculum,is, of course, designed in such a way that the

student with determination to pursue a course of study leading to

a career of solving environmental problems can be accomodated.TIn

the examples presented we hope to show a broad undergraduate educa-

tion dealing with environmental problems can include specific pro-

fessional preparation in the sciences or social sciences leading



to specialist study at the graduate level. It is easy, in this

curriculum, to design options suitable for various professional

directions.

We are concerned in this program more with the evera,ge student

than with the exceptionally gifted one. Most sttdents at a large

public university are, ramost by definition, average students. This

is as it should be for the meaning of government popularly elected

by the people is an informed citizenry for whom education is as

much a neccessity as is professional training for a specialist. A

large faction of those attending the university do not in fact

learn their career at the university. Many, if not the majority,

become business men, civil servants, employees of large corpora-

tions, etc.. Many of these students now specialize in history or

english or many of the areas in humanities and social sciences

especially. It seems to us that pursuit of a curriculum like this

one is at least as good preparation for being an educated member

of society as are the other non-professional preparations. In the

past it has been especially hard to interest the average students

continuing their own education at their own pace after they leave

the university. We have no assurance that this curriculum will

solve this problem, but have attempted to aim in that direction.

Certainly at the present rate of change in society anyone who can-

not or will not pursue his own education after college will soon

find himself out of date.

Finally, we hope that this curriculum will offer some oppor-

tunity to the auult members of society who wish to return, full

time or part time, to study the nature of environmental problems

as a degree candidate or a special student. The enormous effort

expended by citizens through volunteer organizations and citizens

groups devoted to environmental problems in particular suggest

that considerable enthusiasm for such learning exists if it can

be done in a way that is not hopelessly demanding of time or person-

ally demeaning to a man or woman perhaps of middle age.



We hope then, that this curriculum will serve the undecided

student, the pre-professional student, tho averatje student, and

the returning adults as well as the extremely qirted dedic t :ed

student of the environment. In the specific examples given below,

we have attempted to illustrate how this curriculum can bt ma6e

use of as a pre-professional degree whether for law, medicine,

science or humanities - as a terminal degree for an educated citizen

wishing to work in business or civil service, and as a program

which leaves the option open for the student to transfer into a

more specialized discipline during his undergraduate career should

he wish to do so.



Un6er9.caduate Curriculum in Environ-lental

Distribution Reauiremeni3

As indicated al-ove, the intent of this l,ro is tc

a broad familiarity with environmental problems in under(4-radte

students. Concretely, this means making the student aware c)i t:ne

distributions from a wide variety of study areas and disciplines

to the understanding and solutions of problems involving man's re-

lationship to the environment. In order to ensure breadth of cover-

age, each student will be strongly encouraged to take courses in a

variety of relevant fields. In general, we have followed the dis-

tribution requirements of the College of Letters and Sciences as

will be seen from the specific requirement below. we believe, how-

ever, that it would inadvisable to set down rigid requirements for

all students. On the one hand such requirements have the effect of

stiffling interest and curiosity and on the other students arriving

at the university increasingly have had direct experience with en-

vironmental problems and/or education in various aspects of these

problems. What follows, then, is a set of requirements which each

student would be encouraged to take and/or to demonstrate profi.r

ciency in. Substitutions which fulfill the intent of the specific

requirements would be routinely allowed. The Institute for Environ-

mental Studies will undoubtedly develop some special courses which

would satisfy some of the requirements listed below, so that the

student will not be entirely dependent upon the resources of other

units in the university in fulfilling these requirements. However,

where appropriate courses now exist, the Institute would not dupli-

cate them. A major future function of the Curriculum Committee will

be the decisions relating to whether or not existing courses ful-

fill these requirements and what substitutions and exceptions will

be regularly permitted.
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General Degree Requirements

I. Basic Skills

We recommend the same criteria of proficiency which the Letters

and Science College now requires, in English Composition am'.

Mathematics. The specific requirements are:

A English Composition: demonstration of competence via

standardized examination; or completion of introductory

courses in english composition.

B. Intermediate Mathematics: Three years high school mathe-

matics (algebra, geometry, and trigonometry trigonometry

optional); or two years high school mathematics (algebra

and geometry) and one semester college algebra (Math. 101);

or, two years high school mathematics (algebra and geometry)

and one semester college logic (Phil 211).

We recommend that thu third basic skill requirement, in foreign

language be dropped. L&S now requires 14 credits in one foreign

language; or 16 -redits in two languages when 8 credits of high

school latin and eight credits of any other language are offered.

Foreign language skills are not essential nor of primary rele-

vance in environmental studies; in addition, some *ajor univer-

sities (e.g., Univ. of Michigan) no longer require language

proficiency at the undergraduate level.

II. Communication/Empiric.11 Analysis Skills

The second area of L&S distribution requirements is "Foreign

/v?.ge or Mathematics;" the requirement is for substantial

etence in either foreign language or mathematics, in addi-

tic), to the basic requirement. This requirement is presumably

designed to familiarize the student in detail with systems of

analysis or communication other than english.



In view of the focus of the Institute, we recommend this be

broadened, to encompass other types of communicative or analy-

tic skills. we recommend the following options:

A. Foreign Language: 24 credits in one foreign language; or

28 credits in two (or equivalent proficiencies), including

language credits in I above.

B. Mathematics: one year of college-level calculus (comple-

tion of Math. 212, 222, 232, or 252, or equivalent).

C. Data ColleCtion and Analysis: iA least nine credits in

courses in experimental methods, field and naturalistic

observation, and/or statistics and statistical analysis.

D. Theory and Operation of Computers: at least nine credits

in theory, components, programming and use of computers,

including systems theoretical orientations.

E. Communication via media: at least nine credits in the na-

ture and use of mass communications media.

The specific selection of courses for options C,D, and E above

will be determined by a combination of the student's interests,

and a determination of what skills are relevant to his other

activities in the Institute. Selection will be made in consul-

tation with his faculty advisor.

An important task for the Curriculum Committee, or sub - committee

thereof, will be the determination of what courses now offered

would be allowed to fulfill the above requirements, and in

what areas courses need to be developed specifically for IES

students.

III. Distribution Requirements

L&S now requires 12 credits each in the humanities, the social

sciences and the natural sciences. Obviously, a distribution of
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courses across these area.) is highly desirable. However, we

believe that the heterogeneity of student interests, backgrounds

and academic standing which will be built into the core semi-

nars will contribute considerably to the development of such

breadth. Therefore, we recommend that six credits minimum he

taken in each of the three areas by IES degree students. LE.S.

now provides the student with an extensive list of courses in

each of the areas which can be used to satisfy the requirements.

We recommend:

1. This list should be scrutinized by the Curriculum Committee

or a sub-committee thereof, for courses which are particu-

larly relevant to environmental studies; the fulfillment

of this option would be limited to such courses in each

of the three areas.

2. Relevant courses in other Colleges and Schools should be

identified and added to the list of eligible courses.

IV. Core Seminars

Each student will be required to enroll in one of several core

seminars during his last three years as an undergraduate. The

core seminars act as a central focus for the program and pro-

vide interaction with students pursuing many options on the

environment and at several levels in their education,. (See sub-

sequent description of core seminars for fuller explanation).

Each core seminar is year-long and may be taken for either four

or five credits.

V. Major Requirements

Two options are available for a major in environmental studies:

1. A student may offer as eviden,:e of concentration end com-

petence in some particular area fulfillment of the major
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under?ra(luate requireirlents ot 6ep,artments in any Sch,,:ol

or Collekje cY the University.

Or

2. Completion of thirty credits in a coherent area of whici.

no more than ten credits may be core seminar work. Such

coherent areas may cut broadly across departmental lines

and incorporate subject material from several schools or

colleges. Coherent area programs which have already been

completed will be kept .on record as examples of typical

programs completed by previous undergraduates. Over the

course of time such coherent area programs may become quite

numerous. New coherent area programs may be proposed and

approved at any time permitting the flexibility that the

broad area of environmental studies requires. In the fol-

lowing material several examples of coherent area programs

are offered.

Concentration courses submitted for the major may also be

used to satisfy distribution requirements.

Vi. Total Credits

At least 120 credits are required for the Bachelor of

Arts-Sciences in environmental studies.

This comprises our recommendations for degree requirements.

Throughout, our emphasis is and should continue to be on the intent

of these options, rather than their specific content at any given

time. In addition, any options or requirements should be oriented

toward the particular interests of IES students, and toward creating

environmental generalists who are capable of substantial contribu-

tions to the practical problems in this area. At the same time, for

those who are interested, we will encourage adequate preparation for

graduate work in particular disciplines.
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Core Seminar:

The central, unifying thread within the overall undergraduate

curriculum of IE!', is to be the Core Seminar. Each student will be

in such a seminar three of his four year We see each Freshman

IES student participating in an introductory course similar to the

existing IES 101 or an introductory ecology course though we re-

commend this be a five credit course to allow for thorough coverage

of the necessary introductory material. The Core Seminar, for

Sophomores, Juniors and Seniors, is to consist of 20-25 students

and 2-4 staff members and/or graduate students. We are inclined

to recommend that the Core Seminar account for approximately one-

third of the student's normal undergraduate load and that the

Seminar participants be a mixed group of students, i.e., students

from both different concentrations and years. The same students

and staff would meet at such a seminar for a minimum of one acade-

mic year. Since each Core Seminar will consist of students from

a variety of concentrations it is felt that as well as studying

defined content materials, the Seminar could easily and profitably:

a) concentrate on a specific problem focus, b) utilize established

modular courses in connection with the Seminar's specific areas of

interest, and c) aocommOdettestudent initiated projects and modules.

The purpose of utilizing such a Core Seminar as a major ele-

ment of the curriculum are: 1). to avoid too narrow a focus and

to push each student to constantly examine the interconnections

among ecosystems; 2). to avoid simply duplicating existing disci-

plinary studies; and, 3). to create a structure which will encourage

and stimulate integration of the widely diverse content and approaches

necessary to a study of environmental problems.
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MODULA COURSE OFFERINGS IN THE NEW CURRICULUM

We suggest that most of the new course offerings heyonO

the elerlentary level be offered as modular courses . by that

we mean courses which are offered in units smaller than the

semester and which normally would not occupy a full semester's

time. Of the many sets of mechanics which are possible for

such an idea we would recommend the following be considered:

(1) Course offerings which occupy a time period of 2 weeks,

4 weeks or 8 weeks for which credit be assigned on

the basis of work required and total hours involved.

For example, a 4 week module meeting 4 hours a week

would be worth 1 credit hour.

(2) Modules might have as their focus particular subject

matter, of course, but some of them might focus on

matters of technique or simply be lecture and discussion

sequences on a particular issue.

(3) Groups of modules might be identified as a course as

RXIIiiRKSRMIC Professor Gerald Marwell has done in his

Sociology course such that students might take and

complete satisfactoryly 3 of 6 modules for a C,

4 of 6 modules for a B, and 5 of 6 modules for an A.

Students would be permitted to repeat modules in the

process and thus the slow learner or the students other-

wise having difficulty might be enabled to acquire the

material (which is the overall aim of education) at

his own pace.



there are a nur of reasons r,odular course offerings

seem especially api,ropr ate to the Institute for Enir:)nmental

1. Problem focused couf,es adapt especially well to me(Alles

depending on as they do on a number of disciplines or

viewpoints in approaching a particular real-life probicm

Efforts to tears teach courses by intermingling profkessors

or simply providing a parade of visiting experts have

not proven very satisfactory nor very popular with students.

Modular course offerings on the other hand simplify the

management of such courses by permitting modules to be

added or withdrawn as the problem. changes over time.

2. As implied in (1.) above these of permitting course

offerings to evolve may be one of the strongest points

in favor of modular course offerings. Too often in the

university the difficulty of creating a new course or of

substantially changing an old one permit courses to persist

after they've outlived their usefullness. Modules could

be added or withdrawn as necessary to cope with new

knowledge, new developments or new situations in the

real-life problem being adrassed.

3. Modular course offerings need not however be part of a

semester long grouping. Kncwledge or understanding certainly

does not always come in semester size chunks and new or

w exploratory courses as sell as many tppics of interest

lend themselves much better to short presentations. Because

of the enormous breathe of environmental studies modules of

less than semester lengths relating to various problems or

disciplines could prove to be extremely useful in expanding
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the aquaintance wz to varic.u5 and probles that a

student acciire in a give:. length of tire.

4. There are ;;artcalar kinds of study which Jend themselves

rtich more to intensive work than to extensive work. I have

offered a course in the past in instruroonta3 techniques which

met once a week for 2 hours. This course would have been

enhanced enormously if it could have met 6 hours a week for

4 weeks rather than 2 hours a week for 16 weeks. Continuity

in many kinds of work is extremely difficult to maintain if

there are long gaps between class sessions. We attempt to

balance the work of students and to maintain the .:;th thet

studying is done uniformly mad and equally over the

semester even though we know it not to be that true either

in the case of our students or onrselves. The availability

of course modules permit the student to work hard on topical

material for some periods of time and at other times to have

1-r
ma an easier schedule permitting reetnrctron, outside reading

or merely relaxation. In any case it is my conviction that

intensive learning at times is more useful than extensive

learning.

1)6. Fianlly, learning most often takes place when theistudent

is ready and anxious to - acquire a particular kind of

knowledge or understanding. If course modules are

available the student may seek out dose modules of for

which he has particular need at the moment and omit those

which seem at the moment to be irrelevant. It may be that

the student will later find a need for the modules omitted

but when he perctieves the need for these modules is the time

he is likely to learn something about the subject matter



Lhat thetiauuress. The situation is 011 tor.) Cavdliar of the

student who takes a course and acquires 1,erhopF; 10 or 15 % of

the course r,aLeril in which he is extraordinarily interested

and merely r.ttelipts to survive the remaining part of the

course.

Such course offerings are being kit tried a number of places

( for example, in the Michigan Psychology Department). It is not].

necessarily true that all courses can be offered in modular fashion

or that all modules need be part of courses. RAIRX*REIX Salary

matters may provide some beaurocratic difficulties but these has

been dealt with at leastfii the case of Prof. Marwell's experiment.

It is probable that the credit toward faculty salary should be

granted in accord with the credit attached to the particular module.



Office of rducation Report

tatement by Dr. John DeLamater

I am basically pleased with the actions of the Summer Task
Force. I believe that the insight into the University,
problem of teaching and learning, and educational reform
gained by the participants was invaluable. I learned a
great deal, even though I have read broadly and written
about educational reform. I think all of us have more
realistic views of both the problems and the possibilities
and I continue to view the potentials with guarded
optimism.

I think the most severe personal problem which I exper-
ienced last summer was that of competing commitments.
ahile I worked at least forty hours per week at Task Force
activities, I could not be as involved in informal relation-
ships with members as I felt was desirable due to other
activities. Of primary importance was the fact that I am
married, and my wife was not involved in the group. Other
members either did not have intense relationships inde-
pendent of the group, or had then with other group members.
As a result, I found it impossible to participate in infor-
mal evening activities, and some week-end ones, and felt
that I had less personal and more formal relationships with
many members. I also was involved in planning7 courses for
the coming year, and my strong commitment to teaching made
it impossible for me to slight this. Such conflicts may be
common to those who become involved in efforts such as ours,
since it is concern for education which leads to involvement
both in attempts at reform and extensive preparation for
teaching.



H6UTIN AS MV1',.'6
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INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES

THE UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN

1 The summer curriculum community is attempting to design

, curriculum for environmental studies. It is not a faculty-

student committee, although it does include faculty and
students among its members. This paper is the joint effort
of 16 people, all of whom contributed to its writing.
Alphabetically; we are

Ken Bowling, John DeLamater, Robin Dennis, Nancy Field,
Rich Holland, Marc Kaufman, Dusty Lewis, Rae Ann O'Brien,
Barb Olson, Binds Reich, Judy Seidman, Bob Seltzer, Barb
Shindell, Mike Sievers, John Steinhart, and Will Weber.
Throughout this chapter "we" refers to this group di-

rectly; it is not used in its academic or editorial senses.
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Released. I'm free. I've made it. /:fter or rcre

years I'm finally through with my education. I'm e, college

graduate. I'm free...I'm frightened. I'm not prepared to

do anything worthwile, Oh, I've learn-Jd how to manipulate

the system all right...exams, grades, teachers and the like

(I may even have learned a trade that will feed me), but I

haven't learned to deal effectively with the overwhelming

problems faciny all of us. The Environmental Crisis. World

Wide Poverty. Mass Starvation. Vietnams. Urban Bombs. And

there are millions more in every age group who, like me, have

never learned to understand or solve these problems. Most

of us are not even taught to think about our actions as

related to world problems and it leaves us in shock to

discover that our lives are part of the chaos around us.

What a waste of potential.

Yet I could have been different. I'm a product (yes,

a product, not a person) of my educational environment, and

differences in that environment could have prepared me to

deal with contemporary problems. We see ourselves as separate

from the environment, using it as an unlimited resource for
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through =i new educational system w!;ien wiii t

learn of his own potential, to learn how to :;o1v(

on an interdisciplinary scale, t.o netmit marl to eer,::,:nve

new life styles, and to let man realize that his cdl.cation

is a life long process, and not a functioh to termitlAt

after twelve or sixteen or more years.

The choice which each of us must face is between two

alternatives. We can choose to "fix the environment," i.e.,

continue our devotion to uncontrolled growth in production,

technology and consumption to feed the life style which has

produced the present crisis, merely putting more men and

resources into reacting to the more dangerous forms of pollu-

tion which result. If this alternative is chosen, then the

educational implication is simply the production of more

technicians and specialists to deal with specific, here and

now and limited crises. If this is your choice, then you

will find the future frustrating, to say the least. For

this strategy deals only with symptoms and not with basic

causes. Opting for fixing the environment in thin. scnse
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Li vii iN rit! cnvironment." If we arc to s,)1,ve ,nrfirrntd1

problemu, and to have an environment in which both piesent

and future generations care to live we must develop new means

of relating to the physical or natural environment. The dev-

elopment of such means may in turn require chanties in the man-

made environment, technologies, forms of social organization

and values. And to live in the environment in this sense

requires a different education.

Regardless of the methods, techniques, or materials

presently used, the simple and obvious fact is that the mes-

sage that gets to the student is the only content of his

eduction, whether that message was intended by the curriculum

or not. If the student feels that his educational program

has no meaning in terms of the questions arising in his every-

day life, the messages sent to him will he of limited interest

and large portions of what he is "taught" will never reach him

at all. Too often this is the case.

The curriculum of education could (and sometimes does)

contain important information about the environment. But this

is only a small part of what is needed. More importantly, we

make the fundamental but seldom stated observation that

education is an environment. Young people from the ages of
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learn styles of relating to others, mr-ans of goal

and modes of involvement with things and persons outside t!-;em-

selves. This learning strongly determines what the person is

and does in later life. The attitudes developed toward the

educational environment determine one's attitudes toward the

larger social and natural environment. formation of these

attitudes is largely independent of the formal content of the

educational program.

We believe that the present educational system consti-

tutes a poor environment for learning how to respond

environmental problems.

The medium used to get that message across is of ultimate

importance. If told to sit in parallel rows for twelve years,

withcut any interaction with any of the surrounding warm bodies

how can we expect anything but the message of alienation, lack

of concern for others, and competition to come across as the

main message of the system. Education teaches us to manipulate

things and people for our own ends, while genuine relationships

require symbiosis and mutual exchange. School teaches us to

Gi
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while our pro:)lems hae 1:_!r omc too complix L.) Le

by narrowly-tr,iinca pi-ciessionals. Finally, cducall

system conveys the message that the questiol.!; whjcb arise in

everyday life Ore irrelevant and unintere5tilvi, thot it

the great abstractions of science or systel,itic dna objective

surveys of subject matter which are "really' important. And

yet without constructive responses to those everyday problems

the environmental crisis, war, problems of poverty and racial

minorities, and campus disruptions there may be no future.

Many of us worry a lot about the future.

A very different environment for education is needed if

we are to respond creatively and constructively to the en-

vironmental problems we face. Environmental education not

only must be about the total environment, it also must embody

the characteristics of the environment. We use the term en-

vironment in its broadest sense, including not only the natural

environment of plants and animals, but also the social environ-

ment of social organization, technologies and values. Our

conception of environment, whether the total one we inhabit,

the"natural environment", or the environment in a particular

university, is that of a system whose elements are dynamically

interrelated to each other as an open system.
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can he constructed by drawing on our :n,,,,;ede ();F:(7!C,11

communities. We define an environment which inc7,rpord

ecological criteria as an education community car a

community.

In our concept we view an educational envir(.2nmnt a

community. In this community all of the inhabiLiInts live as

quite distinct individuals, yet with a strong understandi-]cl

of their interrelationships with the other members of the

community. An interdependent relationship develops, a trust

relationship develops, and all members of the community strive

for personal and group growth.

In a pragmatic sense, this demands a dramatic deemphasis

of departmental lines in our universities. It demards new

priorities for funding, so that students and learning take

precedent over research. Presently, departments vie for

available cash, and individuals fight for research grants.

Teaching is not rewarded in any way by the present system.

If the U.S. Office of Education or State legislatures or

trustees started issuing monies to support good teachers,

our whole educational process would change.

College and university environmental education programs

should interact with the larger society of which it is part.

Too frequently the educational system is viewed as an isolated
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environment, his an made environment, a,

social environment can and mast be use,'

During the 1969-70 academic year, the most Do'art.J1 Pos,,ge.1

transmitted came from the streets, and not from t;;2 Is:iro,4H-:.

To deny man's total environment as an oalcation is to tent an

integral part of life to a living creature. The environt

of man is an education, and man should live it, be it, touch

it, and be touched by it.

Education communities should embody symbiosis and

synergy; there should be mutually beneficial relationships

between each member of the community. Our present educational

system emphasizes one-way communication, from professor to

students. To achieve such symbiotic relations will require

the breaking down of the barriers to open exchange, both

physical and social. A synergistic community requires that

each person contribute ideas, experiences, and wisdom. Learning

how to interact in the community should employ present know-

ledge of small group processes. Small group techniques help
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growtj, a5 a result of meaningful pctsi.,AI

Student-faculty roles will shrivel up an3 dic, f,T hi rug;

environment of growth should include all meml%er!, and nil aes.

Teachers must learn from students as well.

Community is diversity. It is diversity in biological

communities which provides the maximum rc:sources for adaption

to change. In the same way, an education community requires

diversity of knowledge, experience, age and values in the

search for answers to new questions. Our curriculum com-

munity for example, includes persons with backgrounds L

history, psychology, urban planning, ecology, social work,

art, mass communications, physics, botany, geology, political

science, sociology, and landscape architecture.

While many natural communities are diverse, they are

also integrated. Education now tends to be a series of

isolated inputs, each from a narrow and specialized perspec-

tive; integration by the student is almost impossible due to

both differences in perspective and sheer information over-

load. Even interdisciplinary efforts suffer from the com-
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chapter, indicates that a common fot;t1,,

members must develop a shared perspec'tive, iln'7u;ige

and a set of assumptions about many thinos.

Each ecosystem is characterized by n :quilihr turn

feedback mechanisms which maintain the st3bilif_y of t..te ccm-

munity. If massive changes occur, such ds. the cleat-cutting

of forested hillside, destruction of the community rcsults,

and some new equilibrium must be established. Environmentat

education must focus on the nature and variety of the feed-

back mechanisms which operate in both natural and man-madc

systems. Past consideration of the environment, especially

by business and political decision-makers, has too often

focused on structure and outcomes rather than process. Our

failure to take account of these processes has allowed us

to falsely assume that we are in complete control of the

environment, and that we can exploit it without regard for

consequences. In an education community, we can study com-

munity dynamics first hand. The effects of past actions can

be seen as the community evolves, and we can assess the extent

to which our actions were consonant with the internal mechanisms.
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Environmental education :rust be morn c,mcernel with the

learning process than with curricular content. To emphasize

processes rather than factual content will require many changes

in the present structure of higher education.

In a specific sense, students should be able to create

their own programs and education environments which can help

to deal with questions that they find meaningful to them-

selves in their ordinary lives and their expectations for

their future lives. Only then will the quality and meaning

of the message the student takes away increase. This concept

rejects external pressures such as required courses, exams,

required papers, et. al., because this outside inturw

has destroyed self motivation, curiosity, and irvolc r,, in

the past.

We are thinking specifically of interdisciplinary study,

constructed by the,student to suit his own needs, with the

ultimate goal of learning how to solve problems with the use

of many disciplines. The course of study is not geared toward

a professional degree. Students will leave the education

community for the larger environment when they feel able to

deal with problems in their complexity and when they feel able

to make sound decisions based upon a wide range of contri-

buting factors. The interdisciplinary study will apply to

both undergraduate and graduate education. The attempt to

understand any problem in order to work with it effectively
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Reliance on the self-direction and motivotion of the

student in turn requires confidence, rot oonricn(:e In

oneself and trust by others. Many veople a cur prer ht

educational system appear to

and this distrust is returned.

Isy approaching educatich as a means of learning how

learn, a dynamic process deviHops in which education /e-

comes a continuous and adaptive process. healnihl need not

halt after high school or col leuc but must go on in order

for win to wain a viable force in his environment. by

planting the seeds of self education, am: letting the seeds

grow while a member of the education community, individuals

will accept education as a life style. Mese individuals

will ask the necessary questions.
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education is incapable of preparing people to respond (:ffc-

tively to the environmental crisis. We have arqued that a

very different environment - an education community is

necessary for this purpose. A number of concrete changes in

our present system will be necessary in order to develop t';'Lesc

viable communities.

In establi'shing such communities now, one must give

special attention to the type of persons needed. While we

have stressed diversity and breadth, our own experience indi-

cates that genuine ooehness to, and enthusiasi for the com-

munity concept is more important than a person's field, amount

of experience, or academic status. We can learn together much

of the necessary content even though no one in the group pos-

sesses it initially. But we can work together only if each

member has the ability and opportunity to express his ideas

openly, to extend himself to understand the ideas of others,

to respond positively to constructive criticism, and a strong

commitment to the community and its goals.

Once the community is formed, there must be radical de-

partures from the present academic reward structure. For the

students, as we have stressed, we must do away with the

external forces which now attempt to direct his performance -

grades, course requirements, degree requirements, and endless

competition. lAstead, we must permit his curiosity to suggest

directions for his thinking, and provida personal expeliences
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to his own educ,:lLion; that, we ht: ,el`

motivation ;:.nd allow nim to constauct his owr, 11,11 L:7)n-

text and program. Evaluation will still occur, but construc-

tively and in terms of nis own goals and abilities, not in

terms of uniform standards.

For the faL:ulty, thc primary and essential change is from

rewarding research and professional activities to ;In emphasis

on teaching in the sense of sharing ideas, values, and ether

personal resources with inulvidual students. We must stop

measuking a professor by the length of his biUliography, and

start considering his ability to communicate, to stimulate

the minds of others, and whether he allows his students to

be self-directed. There are no easy quantitative measures of

these abilities; and we recognize that different personalities

require different Gtyles of communication and stimulaticn

But this new emphasis is essential to the creation of a com-

munity. We are not suggesting that faculty cease to do research,

but that such research be meshed with other activities of the

community and be shared with students as a learning experience.

In environmental educations the best research, as well as the

beat teaching, would be_problem-oestered, multi-disciplinary,

and action oriented. This, in turn, requires changes in criteria

for researcn grants. Instead of the almost exclusive concern

for "basic" research, foundations, government agencies, and

universities themselves must be willing to devote significant

amounts of their resources to applied, educationally relevant



projects. At present this fOC',13 ,i;11111i nCI in the

federal governnent, but the university faculties are not re-

sponding.
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believe education as rresently structur with its )';1.cti:-

cratic system stressing specialization, eternal

and competition co.nnot provide people with the inte:lectual

and personal resources necessary for creative responses to

environmental problems.

1. Environmental education must be characterized by:

a) symbiosis, synergy, and integration diverse ideas and

perspectives.

b) an "environmental niche" for. each student, bases. on his

active, self-directed involvement in that education;

c) a focus on environmental mechanisms, especially evolution;

d) learning how to learn rather than learning "facts".

2. Such an education must be available to all, not just

high school or college students, sice the environment is
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INTRODUCTION

We do have environmental problems. Somewhere between the
cataclysmic cries of the Jeremiahs and the soothing apolo-
gies of industrial spokesmen lies a series of interconnected
and difficult symptoms. These problems leak into our every-
day affairs and degrade the lives of every living organism.
Our present difficulties are not the result of a diabolic
plot, but of neglect, short-sightedness and ina3equate under-
standing of ourselves and our world. No aspect of our world
is entirely blameless, though some have done more damage
than others. We have simply been doing many things wrong.

We start from the observation that previous educational
efforts in conservation and ecology have permitted our pre-
sent environmental difficulties to develop and persist. New
experiments are needed. If we knew precisely what was needed,
we would not keep it a secret. One things is clear: The
same old methods and ideas in the Universities' treatment
of environmental matters has been given a long try. It has
failed. So we hope you will join in an experiment with us.

In late June, fourteen individuals representing every
level of the University hierarchy, from full Professor to
incoming Freshmen committed their. summer to.an expekiment.
The original hypotliisis was that students and faculty could
work together in designing an academic format, and more im-
portant, that both perspectiv,_s are essential to develop an
educational experience which will provide optimal learning
opportunities. Students as well as administrators are demand-
ing "relevance", and participatory learning experiences for
the people involved, which entail changing the existing
view of educational methods and content as well.

We believe that by pooling the resources of the students
and the faculty we could at least make some advances in the
direction of providing a learning experience - an experience
which could change the individuals involved.

We determined that a problem facing the effectiveness of
our educational system was also basic to the environmental
problems. This stems essentially from the passive role es-
tablished for the individual by the increasing specialization
of our society. A classroom is traditionally a setting form-
alized by a lecturing teacher and seated, passive, observing
students.
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The social environmental problems are more complex, but
here again the citizen conceives of himself as detached from
his natural environment, rather than a determining agent of
its use or misuse.

"Forum on the Environment" will attempt to provide an
alternative model, in which the students and teachers will
be parts of a total community. Equal importance will be
placed on the contributions of the individual student and
on those of the instructor. The teachers will also be learn-
ers as will the student also be teacher. We have implemented
within the course format, which will be discussed in the fol-
lowing sections, various mechanisms for establishing the
desired open communication which in turn facilitates the
development of a community.

Beyond establishing the symbiotic learning community where
there is no place for a passive agent, we plan to structure
the format so that the individuals will have the broadest
possible experience with the natural environment as well as
with problems threatening it. They will have the opportunity
to question existing policy and con,:raive of preferable al-
ternatives. They will experience aspects of the aocial orga-
nizations with which they will have to deal as determining
members of an evolving culture and society. We hope all these
ideals will work, but are prepared to accept some failures
along with successes. Such is the result of any new attempt.

This handbook has been prepared to help explain the es-
sential structural aspects of "Forum on the Environment",
the objectives and motivations of the course. There are
sections containing specific recommendations, which we believe
will aid in achieving these objectives. However, we also
recognize the individual rights of the instructors and en-
courage suggestions or expression of dissatisfaction with
any of the recommendations.

If the experience, which we believe will be derived from
the environment to be presented, is near ..hat we hope and
expect, it will be worth while for all those itolved. It
will also serve as a beginning in the process of developing
a society which is capable of perceiving their environment
and their relation to it. These individuals will have the
privilege and responsibility of guiding the evolution of
the environment. Education is an environment.
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FORMAT OF IES-101/FORUM ON THE ENVIRONMENT

A. Lectures/non-lectures

Within a changing university system, we believe that z1 straight
lecture format is no longer the best method for learning. While
lectures can be valuable, we do not believe that they should be
the primary focus of the course.

In IES-101, we have tentatively scheduled approximately fifteen
lectures or non-lectures in the form of multi-media shows, films
festivals, camping trips, debates and lectures throughout the
semester. (See page 4 for the schedule.)

PURPOSE:

The purpose of these lectures is not to give the student in-
formation for which he will le held responsible on an exam. In-
stead, the purpose is to provide a common experience to all
participants of IES-101 that can be used to facilitate the in-
dividual sections in building their "mini-communities", while
exposing students and faculty to information, concepts, and
opinions about environmental problems and solutions. It is ex-
pected that any experience in 101 will be critically evaluated
by all those involved.

We have designed the lectures in order to:

1. Introduce the instructors in IES-101 to the students.

2. Introduce the participants of 101 to many of the environ-
mental problems that: face the world.

3. Illustrate the technical complexity of specific environ-
mental problems.

4. Discuss political issues involved in environmental problems.

5. Analyze the political system in terms of how it affects
environmental problems.

G. Look at the amorican culture and counter culture.

7. Provide a forum for students to express their opinions
through student initiated lectures, and student projects.

Any student, group of students, or a section as a whole who
wants to present a program, or has an idea for a program should
consult with their instructor, Hare Kaufmann the general course
assistant, or John Steinhart.

All of the lectures are in addition to what will be happening
in the individual sections. The lectures or non-lectures are
available to the sections, to be used in a manner that will
best benefit each community.
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LECTURES/NON-LECTURES

(Tentative schedule)

Week 1 Sept. 21 - Sept. 25
M multi-media
17 section assignment adjustments

Week 2 Sept. 23 - Oct. 2
II or W Instructors-man-on-raft

Week 3 Oct. 5 - Oct. 9
M Film Festival (may be held Friday evening)

Oct. 10,11 Week-end camping trip - Wyalusing

Week 4 Oct. 12 - Oct. 16
open

Week 5 Oct. 19 - Oct. 23
John Steinhart, Santa Barbara/MWM

Week 6 Oct. 26 - Oct. 30

Week 7 Nov, 2 - Nov. 6
M Film Festival (may be held Friday evening)

Week 8 Nov. 9 - Nov. 13 Orie Loucks, DDT/ MI
Week 9 Nov. 1G - Nov. 21

Week 10 Nov. 23 - Nov. 25
M Debate - Radical, Conservative, non-ecologists

THANKSGIVING VACATION - Nov. 26,27,28,29

Week 11 Nov. 30 - Dec. 4
W Multi-media and/or mime

Week 12 Dec. 7 - Dec. 11\ Bryson or James McCamy-,
Week 13 Dec. 14 - Dec. 18 Global Climate Modification/ min

CHRISTMAS VACATION - Dec. 20 - Jan. 3

Week 14 Jan. 4 - Jan. 8

U Projects

Week 15 Jan. 11 - Jan. 15
M media, film, mime

Week 16 Jan. 18 - Jan. 19
M Projects
W course evaluation forum - section representatives

CLASSES END JAN. 19, 1971
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DISCUSSION SECTIONS:

Purpose:

5

The discussion sections in IES-101 are the main
focus of the cou,se. ThelE qiscussion sections
will hopefully develop LAo small educational
cormurities uhere students and faculty partici-
pate equally in creating an open community.

We believe that students are capable of contri-
buting to and planning their own learning ex-
perience. Since a course is aimed at students,
they should determine what questions they want
to ask. This does not mean that tee.chers have
no role ire the classroom. It only means that
both students and faculty will need to take dif-
ferent roles in a new kind of educational exper-
ience. In 101, we want each section to work co-
operatively to build an educational community
where every participant invests into the com-
munity that which he is best able to give for
the benefit of the whole. The community is the
context in ich each member will create his
own learning experience.

flow sections will be chosen: Maintaining our philosophy
of student participation in 101, we have devi-
sed a system of choosing discussion sections
which allows choice within the existing bureauc-
racy. Out of necessity students will have to
choose a section at registration. In addition
to havig a list of section times, the students
will be provided with the name of the section
leaders and some biographical information about
the instructors. During the first few 'leeks of
the course, the students will have the opportu-
nity to become acquainted with the instructors.
In the third week the students can request a
change in sections by turning in a request to
the course. assistant. If the change can be ac-
corodated, it will be made without question.

Content of Forum on the Environment: Although process is
of utmost importance in IES-101 content remains
an important factor. The content of the course
consists of man's social, political, cultural,
an,' ecological environments. Each section will
have to construct their own structure or non-
structure around a few guidelines that have been
provided.



NOTES FOR THE READING LIST FOR TES-101

FORM O1 THE ENVIRONMENT

Rationale

Because we have elected to conduct the course without a formal
step by step syllabus, the arrangements surrounding the reading
list become especially important so that the sections are able
to have some common experience for their discussions. The rea-
ding list is designed to give maximum choice to the individual
sections as to what tney read In common and still permit flex-
ibility for individual students to pursue reading of their own
interest either in pursuit of such projects as they may do for
the course, or solely investigating their on interests fur-
ther.

This is a real dilemma. On the one hand common reading as with
common experience provides a common base from which discussions
and analysis can start and helps prevent class discussions from
simply being sophcmoric "bull sessions". On the other hand, a
lock step reading lisc with each and every item required seems
to be the guaranteed vay for students to simply stop doing the
reading or to make cursory passes over it to satisfy minim' A
course requirements. The same dnemma has another aspect 4'1.4
this is the conflict between coverage and interest. There is
the possibility o.1 consideraole interest devele2ing in one
area of the course such that a particular section m,y wish to
pursue it at sore length and depth. At the same time, in order
to provide some coverage, some idea of the opportunities, pro-
blems and aspects !DI' the environmental difficulties, a varied
selection of reading requirements. we have designed the follow-
ing procedure.

Initial Required Reading

In order that students can begin reading early in the term
while time is less pressing, we have required all students to
buy Ehrlich and Ehrlich's Population, Resources and Environ-
ment and Kenneth Bouldii-,j's The Image. The Image should be
read in toto at the beginning of the course. The Ehrlich and
Ehrlich book is not a book to ,ae read from cover to cover at
one time, but students ahould be urged to sample it for sub-
ject matter under discussion.

Common Selected Rea ling by the Sections

Attached is a reading list containing 45 books in ten cate-
gories. One category are reference books. These books are
placed on the reading list because they contain considerable
factual material, and in some cases, essays of some importance,
from which factual material can be obtained. Copies of books 10
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from the Reference Section will be placed on reserve at the
library. From the other 9 categories each section should
select 4 to 6 books which the section agress they will read
in common. It will be up to the instructors to explain the
reasons for wishing to obtain some variety and some coverage
in the reading and to urge the students to select 4 to 6 books
that they will then purchase and read as a class. They can
then be scheduled throughout the term in such a way that they
can be drawn upon for discussion.

Additional Reading

Students should be urged to read an additional 4 or 5 books
from the reading list (or possibly from other sources) to
complete their reading for the course. Mile the reading list
should provide a source of recommended books for this freely
selected reading by individuals, it should not be viewed as
the sole source, and many good books were left off the reading .

list. There are, no doubt, many others unknown to the group
making up the reading list. Individual section instructors
should not feel bound too rigidly by these rules, but they
should bear in mind that the common reading is a strong bind-
ing force at their disposal to hold the class discussions to-
gether. Recommendations for the revision of the reading list
for subsequent semesters would be gladly received.
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CAMPING TRIP

have scheduled a camping trip for the week-end of
October 10 and 11. The trip is open to all participants
of IES-101. While this trip is not required, everyone
is urged to go. We have planned this trip to give the
participants an opportunity to become acquainted with
one another, end to give people an opportunity to be
outdoors in one of the many existing environments. We
hope to have several naturalists on the trip who will
be available to share invaluable information about
the natural environment to those who are interested.
Detailed information about the trip will be available
at a later date.
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PROJECTS

The production requirements for "Forum on the Environment"
have purposefully been kept to a minimum in order that the
students have the opportunity to direct energies to areas
of their individual interest. However, we are asking each
student to participate in an independent project, either
individually or with other students. There should ba main-
tained a great flexibility in the nature of accepted pro-
ject plans, from artistic endeavors to political activity
or scientific research. We suggest the instructor consult
with the student; both in the idea and planning stages as
well as in the process of the project, so that he may offer
his opinions of the project's design and value to the stu-
dents as well as provide suggestions of alternative direc-
tions to pursue which maybe more beneficial. The student
should be encouraged in particular to remain open and
flexible, throughout the course of their projects, in order
that they perceive unexpected developments and directions
which they would benefit from investigating further. They
should also be encouraged to seek contrasting perspectives
and to question those they study, for their effectiveness
and value to the needs of the society. They should be con-
tinually aware of seeking alternatives to "what is".

The discussioa sections will have time designated for the
presentation and ,:liscussion of the projects. Other students
may have suggestions to offer to the project's process and
may also be interested in participating in some aspect of
it. It would be preferable to have time designated for dis-
cussion of the project while it is in process as well as
after completion.

The lecture schedule also includes time allotment to pro-
ject presentation. The sections will recommend those pro-
jects from which they believe the course participants as
a whole can benefit. Students who are planning a "one
shot" presentation, e.g., a mixed media show, should con-
sult with John Steinhart for -cheduling of the time.

EXAIIPLES OF PROJECTS

1). Work on political campaign of any candidate on environ-
mental issues. Report on formulation of candidate's position.

2). Voter preference analysis on environmental issues. Pos-
sibly do your own survey research and compare with public
reports.

8 d
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3). Study communal living among students. Possibly com-
pare with enforced group living among the poor - or with
life style among Amish near New Glarus, Wisconsin.

4). Look at migrant worker community in Madison and Beloit.

5) What are the laws (local and state, esp.) which re-
strict personal lives of people from activities which do
not harm others. Candidates might be abortion, obscenity,
sexual behavior among adults, assembly laws (rock festivals,
etc.)

6) Write and produce a play, musical or whatever to il-
lustrate solutions to environmental problems.

7). Does anyone really care olNout having attractive sur-
roundings? What do people say they want for homes, schools
etc.? What do they get?

8) Sample opinions of people who live and work on the
"honky tonks" highway approaches to Madison. Do they no-
tice their environments.

9). Tape recorded study of noise pollution. Or compose a
noise pollution sonata with real noise.

10). What are private industry's plans to reduce pollution.

11). Do public relations efforts distort the facts?

12). What is the total negative cost of Madison's air pollution.

13). Informal interviews with Oscar Mayer execs on their
views of their "contribution" to air pollution.

14). Parking lot interviews - e.g. at Univ.- about why
people drive inntead of using car pools, buses, bikes.

15). Informal : interviews with key figures in DNR about
state efforts in area of pollution atAtement-e.g. Wisconsin
River problem.

16). Draw en information resources in Limnology Labs to
learn about causes of Madison lake pollution, needed remedies.

17). Discussion with University Parking Committee and Plan-
ning Committees on campus traffic problems.

18). Survey of efforts by City & County to develop rapid
transit.

19). Informal survey of city officials (esp. Major Dyke) and
Milwaukee Road officials abort alternative relocation of RR
yard.

20). Informal intervA-ws with students to learn the psycho-
logical and social consequence; of dormitory/student apartment
architecture.

8,1
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FIELD TRIPS

The intention of developing a community relationship in
the sections was discussed earlier. One aspect of this ob-
jective is to break out of the classroom confines and bring
the broader external environment into the student's learn-
ing experience. To encourage this we suggest that the stu-
dents partake in at least one of the suggested field trips.
They are, for the most part, opportunities for first hand
observation of various aspects of their social and natural
environments. Some trips are designed for individuals, and
others for groups of students, and the time commitment va-
ries from a few hours to a few weeks.

The following represent a sample of the suggestion list,
which will be supplied at a later date along with detailed
information.

1). Wight in a police squad car.

2). Court cases and hearings, e.g. DDT, Sulphites in foods,

Hg pollution, abortion test cases.

3). Aboretum with Jim Zimmerman's guides.

4). Overnight camping, e.g. Blue Mounds Park, Gov. Dodge,

Uyalusing State Palk.

5). Community organization and applied interest in preser-

ving environment of Miffland, Mapland (Maple Bluff)

Shoreland (Shorewood).

6). Primate Center - other University laboratories.

7). Menominee Indian Reservation - Inter-tribal council.

8). Washington D.C. or Wisconsin State Capitol - talk with

representatives and senators.

HJ
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PROCESS: Techniques of Building a Community in the
Discussion Sections.

IBS-101 is being given for two reasons: 1). To make infor-
mation about man's environmental problems available to the
participants so that they will be better able to ask the
questions which must be answered and 2) to provide an edu-
cational experiment in which students and faculty take an
active role in creating a context in which genuine learning
can take place.

This process will p-obably not just happen; students and
faculty must make it happen. Since there are many conven-
tional barriers that prevent such a community from develop-
ing faculty may have to take the initiative in facilitating
the development of this comAlunity.

Following axe some suggestions which may be useful in faci-
litating the development of a working community of open
discussion and idea exchange among all members - teachers
and students alike.

86
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SOME NOTES ON TEACHING TECHNIQUES FOR SECTION MEETINGS

OF IES-101 FORUM ON THE ENVIRONMENT

Dialogue Method

This is a method that may be used to stimulate discussion and
eventually to move students into discussion leader roles with-
out demanding of them that they be instantly comfortable in
front of a class. It is best started with the instructor and
the student facilitator conducting a dialogue on a particular
discussion area. The discussion is rapidly opened to the class.
The two person leadership of the discussion avoids the pre-
emptive role that the instructor may have to assume if leading
the discussion alone. In subsequent sessions students from the
class may be scheduled to replace either the instructor or the
facilitator and eventually both, so that student pairs can lead
the discussion and conduct the dialogue on their own account.
One of the principle advantages of this technique is that no
single student is asked to be fully responsible for the dis-
cussion. For those students who feel somewhat uncomfortable in
front of a class there is another specific person identified
with the responsibility to keep the discussion going besides
himself. This frequently is sufficient to make the student feel
more comfortable leading discussions.

The Inquiry Method

In a recent book Teaching as a Subversive Activity, much is
made of the inquiry method of conducting-Elasses. Translated
into sections for IES-101 the useful part of their discussion
would suggest that formulation of the question or a series of
questions right be a good way to focus the discussion on a par-
ticular topic. Very often the development of such discussion
goes in the direction of looking for funclamcrta1 assumptions
and in the end yields many more questions that the original
one. This method can be very useful in proceeding from what
may be a symptom (as many pollution problems are) to some of
the foundamental causes and/or assumptions which underlie the
symptoms. It is difficult to formulate good questions, yet
formulating the right questions is more important than any
attempts to answer unstated ard frequent wrong questions. It
should not be disturbing if a considerable portion of the dis-
cussion revolves around how to ask the right question.

Class Subdivision_

A technique frequently of use, although seldom used in the
University, when a discussion seems to be getting nowhere, is
to divide the class into a number of sub-groups which huddle
privately with some fixed time limit, (half an hour, forty-
five minutes or whatever) and return with a spokesman from
each group to discuss the formulation of the question, the pro-
posed solution, or whatever purpose was outlined at the

8/
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beginning of the subdivision of the class. A lively debate often
ensues about the relative merits of the proposed solitions by
various groups or about the way in which they approach the
question.

Assuming the Role ,-)f Teacher

There are times when the discussions will no doubt be going
around in circles or seem to be obviously lacking in under-
lying information. At times the best way to deal with this
problem is to openly inquire of the class whether they would
permit you to assume a teaching role in a very traditional
sense and lecture fcr a fixed period for 20 or 30 minutes in
an effort to provide some exposition of the facts and ideas
underlying the problem which have not been in evidence in the
discussion. Most students respond favorably to a frank assump-
tion of a teaching role and a frank expectation that you will
lecture for a longer or shorter period of time. Host students
will at the same time feel very much put-off by an attempt to
lecture while the class is nominally engaged in an open dis-
cussion. It is an easy thing to drift into lecturing while pre-
sumably participating in a discussion. What is suggested here
is simply a recognition of those times when assumption of a
teacher or a lecturer appears appropriate to the circumstances,
and to try and set a time limit on how long you will remain in
this role presenting material. If possible, it is desirable
to leave some discussion time before the end of the class
sessior so that some reaction to the material presented is
possible before the class breaks up.

Non-verbal Communication

Non-verbal co-munication is another technique for building
community. Why non-verbal communication? It is another common
base of experience that participants in 101 can share with
one another. Nuch of non-verbal communication involves physical
touch, and sharing of personal feelings whether those feelings
consist of anger, fear, tension, anxiety, silliness, joy, or
love. One of the goals of non-verbal communication is to even-
tually develop a sensitivity to and understanding of one another.
This kind of communication is intended to be a tool to be used
to break down barriers that inhibit other forms of communication.

Another very important goal of non-verbal communication is to
give the participants practice and training in how to pick up
and use other people's non-verbal clues. When people are aware
and sensitive to both verbal and non-verbal cues, total com-
munication is more likely to occur.
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The combination of ccr'-uon experiences, and sensitiw_ty to one
another that can be ac.hieved through non-verbal exercise helps
create a common bond among people which can facilitate build-
ing community.

How to Use Non-verbal Communication

We have collected a series of exercises that can be used in the
individual discussion sections. The following exercises are
basically non-threatening. However, it is important that fol-
lowing each exercise the participants must have an opportunity
to process and express what they felt was happening and how
they felt before, during and after the exorcise. Before pre-
senting the non-verbal exercise, the instructors should ex-
perience them first hand. In addition, student facilitators
will be available to help the instructors.

EXAMPLES OF NON-VERBAL EXERCISES

1) One helpful exercise is to divide your class into two
groups, and have the members of these groups sit in a circle
playing with a mythical object. Manipulating the air as if an
object were there, members of the circle pull, stretch, bounce
and work the make-believe object. During the exercise, there
should be no talking. The strange things made by the use of
the hands will certainly elicit some laughter, will relieve
tension, will aid in developing non-verbal skills, and will
help members of the class meet one another.

2) There are a variety of exercises dealing with the concept
of community. A relatively simple one is to divide the whole
group into three smaller groups, and give each small group a
pile of paper, a roll of scotch tape, and a box of paper clips,
and tell each group to build the tallest, yet strongest struc-
ture they can in 10-15 minutes. The exercise is to be done
non-verbally.

Usually the structure will be built, but not the best struc-
ture imaginable. The smaller groups will probably not work to-
gether as a community, but members will work independently
adding to the edifice. After the exercise the class should
come together and discuss what has happened, why they did not
work together as a community, and what the pre-requisites are
for a community.

3) A fun way to introduce class members to one another is for
everyone to participate in a mirroring exercise. Members of the
class move around the room, from person to person, in.an exer-
cise in which members follow the hands of a partner. The pair
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will non-verbally decide to break apart, and find a new partner.
The exercise aids in helping members of the class see who the
class leaders are, and serves as one more common experience.
The exercise is like following your own hands on a mirror, but
instead of a mirror, a partner's hands are used.

4) We have created a room in which class members can exper-
ience a variety of man's environments while interacting with
their fellow class members. In our room of mini-environments
class members will randomly move from experience to experience
until they have stopped at all stations. The stations will in-
clude such things as a rag stained with grit, oil and ga4, a
variety of natural plants, and synthetic imitations of nature,
to be experienced with as many senses as possible.

5) Because so much class time in 101 will be spent in a single
section room, it is important to become aware of that environ-
ment. There is a way to do this. Break down into couples, with
one member of the couple blindfolded. The other member takes
his partner on a sensory tour of the room environment exper-
iences its textures, smells, temperatures, etc. The members
of the section are also a part of the environment, and it may
be very satisfying to explore those other people. After the
tour is over, the partners change places. Unlike the other
exercises, this is a verbal one.

6) After a few exercises, undoubtedly some people will feel
"uptight". The following exercise is usually fun and relaxing
and will serve to release tension. In a sitting position, form
a circle and hold hands. Sit in the circle for a few minutes
looking around at one another. You or the student facilitator
should then stand up and while still holding hands, move in a
snake like fashion, over and under the clasped hands of other
members of the group. Continue moving in this "london-bridge"
type motion until people feel relaxed, then drop hands.

90
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IF THE CAMPUS IS DISRUPTED

What are the possibilities of a disruptive semester? It already
seems as if disruption could occur - among other things, plans
are -.11 formulated to open the 1970-71 academic year at the
University of Wisconsin on strike to free the Milwaukee Three.

We feel it is necossw-y to consider the consequences of dis-
ruption because, fro.i pd:t experience, we kno'; that during these
times, the Univertv ...,;f-u-titv is in a state J:haos. any
faculty and student ,!1.1 71.inking about 7.711t is taking
place in the clasrA-ce,, but is happening in the streets.

This statement is no way an attempt to dictate to students
and faculty in 101 what do do in the event of disruption.
That is a purely individual decision.

However, we do feel if disruptions do in fact occur, Forum on
the Environment can be a useful opportunity for participants
in 101 to deal with the environment of the University of Wis-
con,yi.n - ii,,:dison campus.

St.,Jents sould telephoc or 233-3111 to check for
schedule mcd1:ications of icu':u1.2s. Because of the chaos, it
might be herul, if studon-cs and faculty agree to hold classes
in the eveni.j, away from campus, preferably at the instruc-
tor's home.

Instructors should provide students with a point of content
for information about section meetings if disruption occurs.
This suggestion provides a place for people to escape to in
order to release the emotional tensions that build in response
to the confrontations and demonstrations, work out conflicts
within individuals, to an9lyze and comprehend what is taking
place in the university com,Lunity, exchange ideas about the
issues, and rationally deal with the environment of the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin - madison community.
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FILMS

RAISON D'ETRE: the medium of films, when properly utilized and
integrated into the total educational process can provide
stimulating and contemporary educational experiences possible
through no other method. Reson;:ce information and ideas on
which to build discussions are transmitted to the viewers
in an enjoyable and usually painless manner, although the
ultimate effect of the presentation may be quite intense.

QUALITY: Of uourse, the effect of a film is dependent pri-
marily upon its relevance and quality of presentation. The
films to be used in 101 have been reviewed by students and
instructors from the Summer Curriculum Community. We feel
that the ones selected for use in the course and the film
bibliography are of the highest quality and interest. In-
cluded are a wide variety of topics and formats.

PRESENTATIONS: At least two and possibly four lecture
periods have been set aside for film programs. In addi-
tion to these, instructors are encouraged to use films
in their small groups relevant to their needs. A number
of evening "film festivals" are also to be incorporated
into the course, tentatively in Mills Auditorium.
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THE GENERAL COURSE ASSISTANT

Primarily to assist with the presentation of multi-media and
films and to assist with arrangements in field trips a general
course assistant will be employed for IES-101. His position is
a 1/4 time position and will be filled in the tall term 1970
by Marc Kaufman. During the first term the course assistant
will be responsible to the faculty member in charge of the
course (Steinhart). It is expectec: that a considerable portion
of his available time will be used in preparing multi-media
shows and updating them to be as current as possible when pre-
sented and to order, process, and make arrangements for the
showing of film festivals. In addition, he will assist in ar-
rangements for lectures and other lecture hour substitutes.

The general course assistant will act as a focus for informa-
tion about field trips and will be available to assist instruc-
tors in planning field trips for their individual sections
and in making arrangements for the details of such field trips.
Instructors are urged to consult with the general course assis-
tant about field trips and their problems as well as about
films that they may wash to show in their individual sections.

The course assistant may have some time to assist students with
their bureacratic difficulties associated with projects, credit,
course changes, section changes, etc. To the extent possible,
section instructors should advise their students on these
matters but the student should also feel free to consult the
general course assistant. The general course assistant will
be reaarded as one of the instructional group and will be wel-
come ;lc attend all the instructors meetings to keep abreast
of p ad find ways on his own account to offer assist-
ance :, 1.0 -nd instructors.

Becans; a new one and the position not completely
defined, it is incn)!Thercc on all insructors to ascertain that
the cjencr;7J comr:.e assstant is n::'t merely overloaded with de-
tails tat no ona wishes to de:,1 kith. His first respon-ibility
should he to the lecture time media shows and film festivals
as well as keeping the field trjlo information. Course assist-
ant's office number and office address will be circulated later.

9.1
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ROLE OF STUDENT FACILITATORS

The members of the summer task force planning IES-101 felt
they had invested a great deal of themselves in planning the
course and want to participate in Forum on the Environment.
We felt that these students could be most useful to the com-
munity of 101 in the role of s4- lent facilitators.

Student facilitators be most useful in the sections
performing the following tasks:

a. help with the organization of discussion materials.

b. facilitate discussion.

c. help with student evaluation.

d. coordinate the evaluation of Forum on the Environment
by seeking data from the instructor, the students, and
his own perspective of designing 101.

e. facilitate achieving the resignated goals of 103.

facilitate breaking down barriers between student and
faculty by having the working relationships between the
student facilitator and instructor serve as a model.

serve as an experiment in student participation, which,
if successful, can be extended to the idea of students
as teachers.

g.

FACULTY IIEETINGS:

Weekly meetings among instructors and possibly student facili-
tators have been planned, at least in the beginning of the
semester. The reasons for these meetings are:

1. to have frequent and oren communication between faculty
members.

2. to use the grono of instructors to help one another
put into practie the philosophy and goads of 101, and

3. to use the group to develop carts of the course, and
make changes in formulatd plans as the semester pro-
gresses since there is very little binding structure
to 101.

While we encourage individual instructors to be innovative
in their approach to their sections, we ask that any substan-
tial departure from tne format presented here be discussed in
advance at a faculty meeting. In this way, we hope to prevent
actiNraies which conflict with the goals of the course, or of
other sections.
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EVALUATION

Evaluation is perhaps the most important element of a course,
for at least two reasons. First, it is the cri ?ria and nature
of evaluative eevices which determine what formt.1 work a stu-
dent does during the course, since these devices set the stand-
ards he must meet. Second, evaluation, in whatever form, is a
basic means by which others communicate their estimation of a
student's idea, abilities, and perhaps even of himself. We be-
lieve that evaluation in 101 must reflect and orient all of
its participants toward the goals of the course. Thus, it is
essential that evaluation be individualized in process, as
opposed to standardized (e.g., objective tests); and that it
be personaliled in orientation, in terms of the individual
..-tudent rather than "students" in general.

We ask that evaluation of the kinds to be described here occur
at two points in the term, during the sixth week and at the end
of the course. Individual sections or instructors may choose
to use additional types of evaluative procedures, or to in-
clude additional evaluation periods in their semester's work;
we ask that any such additions be discussed in advance with
the course staff.

Six-Week Evaluation

It is both necessary and desirable to evaluate all students
in the course during the sixth week. It is necessary because
we have to submit a "six week grade" for all Freshmen in the
course. nore importantly, it is desirable because it will
provide mutual feedback for instructor and students, which can
serve as a basis for making the course more meaningful for all
involved.

There are two elements to the evaluation, as we envision it.
The first is an evaluation of where each student stands at
that point. Each instructor should schedule individual meet-
ings with each of his students, during which they will discuss
the student's work to that point, strengths and weaknesses,
etc. To facilitate this feedback, each student will be en-
couraged to write a brief statement of what he has done up to
that time, and what he has gotten from that work; however,
students who prefer can simply communicate this information
in person at the beginning of the interview. In addition,
during the fifth or sixth week, everyone will be given an
in-class "quiz"; this will not be graded, but is given rather
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to familiarize students with the kinds of questions we are
interested in, and to give them an opportunity to organize
what they have learned. Instructors and students can dis-
cuss thisuquiz" and any other mutual experiences during the
interview. The intent is to 1) provide each student with the
instructor's assessment of his involvement in the course; and
2) to identify those students who are having serious diffi-
culty with the course. The latter is especially important in
view of the relatively unstructured nature of this course. We
ask everyone to take these interviews seriously, and to thereby
make them mutually valuable. By mutual agreement, the instruc-
tor and individual students may wish to include other members
of the section in these interviews, who would bring their per-
spPctive to an evaluation of the student's work.

The other element of evaluation is for each section to evaluate
itself as a group. We ask that at least one hour be spent dur-
ing the sixth or seventh week evaluating the section as a
learning experience Among the questiors which could be con-
sidered are:

a) is there open exchange of ideas? If not, are particular
people in the group inhibiting such exchange?

b) is the discussion material relevant and meaningful, or do
discussions tend to ramble, to focus on trivia? If the
latter, what can the group to to make discussions more
meaelingful? Information in the section on Teaching Tech-
niques might prove useful in attempting to solve problems
in this area.

c) are people listening to each other, fr are discussions an
isolated r;eiTes 617Eomments? Information in the section
on lion- verbal Communication might be very valuable in
solving problems in this aJ::a.

FINAL EVALUATION

At the end of the course, we will again evaluate each student,
and also get an evaluation of the course by the students. One
of the issues to be decided during the semester is the form
and process of course evaluation to be employed. This section
focuses on the evaluation of each student.

The final evaluation is particularly important for the student
because it is potentially of considerable value in communica-
ting the overall worth of his intellectual and personal accom-
plishments relative to the course. Again, this evaluation
should be individualized and personal, in keeping with our
course objectives. In addition, we hope that each section will
have developed some sense of community during the term, and
we therefore believe the evaluation process should include

b
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feedback from all elements of that community. This in no way
denies the imp)rtant role played by the section instructor;
by virtue of his expertise and experience his perspective is,
of course, unique. however, other students are also a valuable
source of information, precisely because they share a more
similar perspective. Finally, there is a realistic constraint
on the final evaluation; since we did not have time to oti-
tion the Committee on Grading for an exception, we must supply
letter grades for all students in the course at the end of
the term.

A variety of information will be available to draw on for this
evaluation.

1) Project - As indicated above, each student, working indi-
vidually or in a small group, will complete a "project"
of sortie sort during the semester. Two aspects of this
work may be considered in the evaluation. Ode is the pro-
duct - its content, form, overall quality - whether a
paper, a film, an experiment or some other comunicative
device. Equally imputtant is the process by which the pro-
duct was produced, the approach, thought process involved,
what was learned, anu how the process effected the student
personally.

2) Class participation - Two aspects of each student's par-
ticipation are relevant to t is final evaluation. One is
the extent to which he indicls understanding of course
related material and can manip,late the concepts and ideas
in meaningful and creative way:. The second is the extent
to which he facilitat.es and com.ributes to the process of
discussion and relationships in the classroom.

3) Section activities - Information will also be available
concerning each student's participation in and contribu-
tion to class activities, whether written assignments,
class field trips, or other special activities undertaken
in or by each section.

4) "Inforiaal" information - Both instructor and students will
if OC vailjus informa'tion a')out mewbers of the section de-
rive;.' from informal contact with them. Not all of this in-
formation 4.s relevant to the evaluation process; only
material relevant to the person's intellecf,,a1 and course
activities should be considered.

Thus, the final evaluation process should be: 1) comprehen-
sive in the sense of drawing on as much relevant information
as possible, and 2) student-centered, allowing hin to play a
major tole in his own evaluation, and finally 3) community-
based, drawing on all members' contributions. Any process
which meets these criteria is acceptable. The following process
seems highly desirable: it not'only meets these criteria, but
also does not require inordinate amounts of time to complete.
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The first phase consists of an in-class evaluation in which
every member- students, instructor and student facilitator
participates.

1. The person to be evaluated will make a brief statement
(3-5 minutes) about himself, indicating the criteria on which
he wishes to be evaluated, his assessment of his achievements
on these criteria, and any general statement he cares to make
about the impact of the course on his approach to the environ-
ment, problem-solving techniques, etc.

2. He will then designate some other member to evaluate him
in terms of the original the second person drawing
on whatever information he has. The second person may have been
asked in advance to be prepared and may or may not be the in-
structoil.

3. A third person will be chosen randomly, and wil3 spon-
taneously make any additional contribution he feels is im-
portant.

4. The student then responds briefly to these evaluations
of him. Finally he assigns himself a final grade, publicly
acknowledging what has been stated during the evaluation and
what he feels he deserves as a grade for his work in the course.

5. If any member objects to what has been said, or to the
grade that is chosen he is given an opportunity to express
his reservations and feelings, and the group discusses this
until the issue is resolved.

We expect each evaluation to take ten to fifteen minutes to
complete- Thus, using this process, it would take about four
hours to evaluate every member of the section. We suggest
that the class periods following Christmas vacation be em-
ployed for evaluation if this or a similar process is selected.

The second part would consist of a private conference between
instructor, student, and the student facilitator if desired.
This part is not essential, but might provide an opportunity
for more personal and detailed feedback between student and
instructor. Since the issue of a final grade will have been
resolved earlier, th-, 't ,.:dent and ins,1-ructor may be more
willing to give an0 honeTt r.(-Z;back.
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COPLIIINICATIONS CZNTER

Tlv t" interaction of ti c summer group
for Yas an

036 tc, jr- :nct "shell").
Th- the haLu work, intense
and c::?,icrai-int:f A:ussion, 3.aughter,and joking, and individ-
ual re',:lectiol to ii,n5-.10. Alhough the environment of thc Shell
was rrItarily taous natural development, it was in part
premeditated. Wa felt that it was necessary in order for optimal
flow of open and creative communication to have a flexible and
diverse environment. The majority of University facilities,
e.g,, the lecture halls, would have not only inhibited, but
would probably have absolutely prevented this from developing.

Vie propose that a center of the "Shell" nature be maintained
permanently and suggest various mechanisms for facilitating
develwaont, or a much broader scale, the desirable relations
between :aculty and students of the Environmental Studies Com-
munity. C..11 it what you will, the IES Communications Center
can beco the focal point of student activity, whether in a
continuil.g program of course evaluation and subsequent feed-
back, as a lo(:us for faculty to seek oUt student assistance
in work on their speci ic individual courses, for the develop-
ment and design of stuCcat initiated courses, or even for
verbal communictionu among community members, of personal
problems, perspectives of 101, Institute or University com-
munity development and so on.

Beyoix' 71.!:,eort foc the idea and as.-.once in actua-
suct that fiv.: ficct:ion i13tr,.1:..tm3 Clesignate

as the :;:ocific times 11ch Ihr:y will be
availabie at the c.-mter. Thus students will o encovraced to
introduce thomselvcr, 2:1 will the instructors. If students
from your spo:ific scr-ljons do not require the time, you will
be ab3o to meot stud',pl.s from the broader community. We be-
lie" 2.11t:.on learninq functions
of rcrit t77! 10.-As. 1c courage
the

liepo tl)sy become
aware_ of t',?ir ,ee!:nal environments and
learn from the cp:?rienue.

The essence eln-c recuer:. 7 1 all indiviOnals, s.luents
arA :t C,0

corylln .ift presents
v;t11 them-

and :nonce iYO.T. e-,cperience.
If 0h of:e:ts to oven slight change, the
accompliJild-Int will br great.

!I .
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Piological Aspects:

1. Ardrey, Robert, The Territorial Imperitive, Dell (1G19) 19f51,.

An interesting airErTerrrroccourvior in animals with
speculation as to territorial influences In man. Sometimes quite
speculative; Audrey has been criticised for his fixation on
territorialisty.

2/ Dubos, R. So Human an Animal, Scribners, 1969, $1.1:5.
A first rate book thi17eint cov ers anthropology biology,

social and cultural matters, dealing with the future quality of
llfa as well as pregant degredation of the environment. A few
chapters will get his message accross.

3. Dunn, Heredit and Evolution in Human Po ulations,Anthenum

(71), 1965, $1.95.
The best account I know of outlining Human genetics in a popular
fashion. The book makes the reader realize he is a member of an
evolving animal population.

Hardin, Garrett (ed.), Population. Evolution and Birth Control,
W.H. Freeman, 1969, $2.95.
A magnificent collection of controversial writings dealing with
population, human evolution and birth control. Probably no better
collection of important writings on the problem Is available.

5. Morris, Desmond, The Human Zoo, McGraw, 1969, $6.95.
Provacative Ideas about the violence which city living does to
psychological and biological men. Probably overstates his case.

6. Morris, Desmond, The Naked Apb,. Pell, (52C6) 197 pa-,ts, $o:35.
A good book, although controvers'al, to begin the notion that man
is, after all, a great ape, and haa'411 sorts of animal limitations
to his behavior.

7. Rudd. R L., Pesticides and the Living Landscape, University of
Wisconsin,P471-793k.
An Account of the role of pesticides in biological systems-- a
movement through food chains, biological accumulation, dtc. An
Important and excdllent analysis of pesticides and how they work
(and uverwork).

8. Simpson, S.q. This View of Life: The World of an Evolutionist.
Harcourt, Frace and World (H) 5f) 51.95.
A good statement of the world iew or philosophical system espoused
by biologist who are both humanists and scientific rationalists- -
an important position w4th many interesting implications.

9. Tinbergen, turious Naturalists, Doubleday. 19;3, $1.95.
A good Introduction to o sery ng t e natural environment by a Cuter
biologist. The book explains and explores score of the principles
of animal behavior in a sillc that is very personal and effective.

100
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Urban Environment:

10. The Douglas !leeort: The Building of an American City, Colmision
gip Urban Problemi to the Congress and the Presinrriof tie United
States, Paul H. Douglas, Chairman, Dec, 1968 91st Congress, 1st
session, House Document #91.
Read the introduction and the summary, pp. 1-37. Resource material
for those interested in looking at the Urban Environment. Worthwhile
to look at as an example of a pres.dential commission.

11. Lelbow, Elliot. Tally±s Corner, Little, Brown, and Co. (LP 3) S2.25.

A study of Black street corner society-- It gives the reader the
feeling of what It might be like to live in a Black urban ghetto
In terms of the mores and social conditions of that environment.

12. Malcolm X, The Autobiography of Mticolm X, Drove (P-14) 1964, $1.25
This book contains aascription of The ghetto environment which is
hard to match, especially in the first third of the book. Dispite
its date (1964) and its controversVal politics, this discription
remains basically valid.

Individual in Society

13. Goodman, Paul, Growing Up Absurd, Vintage (V32), $1.95.
Goodman asks how you can prevent yourself from growing up absurd
when without question (as he points out in some depth) the society
around you is itosurd.

14. Josephson, E. and M. Man Alone, Dell, p.95 (paper).

15. Henry, Jules, Culture Abainst Man, Vintage (V-283) 1965, $2./5
(paper)

A view of our 'driven' society by a prominent cultural anthropoi-
Igist. Read part 1, p. 1-123. raves a good account of the relations
between Jobs, technology, family structure and personal satisfaction.

16. Wheelis, Allen, Quest for identity, Norton C. Norton, 1958, $1.95.
A low-key, well-written discuiTiTri of the psychological impact of
the technological and communications revolutions of the last
fifty years. Stresses the proOem of choice In the absence of
internal criteria.

17. Wiener, V. the Human Use of Human Beings, Avon Pooks, 1951!, $1.25.

A study of communications and messages between people., Challenges
many basic myths of human communications.

18. Kroeber, T. Ishl in Two Worlds: A Ittiogrophy of the Lost Wild
Indian In rorth America, University of California Press, $1.95
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Hon-Orban Environment

Agee, J. Let Us Vow Praise Famous Men, Ballentine (01512i, $1.25.
A sensitive portrayal of rural poor. The introduction ttself
makes the book worth having; a poet's interpretation of his
realtion to the environment.

20. Caudill, Harry M. Might Comes to the Cumberiands, Little, Prawn
and Co., 1962.
A study of Industrialization of an area, the resulting physical
and social distruction, and peoples reactions to this.

21. naibraith, J.K. The Affluent Society, Mentor, $0.95
One of the best critical analyses of our consumer society and
its devotion to continuous economic growth as an ideal. Parts
of the book are especially applicable to the 1950's, but most
of it Is still true today.

22. Wylie, P. nenerlstion of Vipers Pocketbook, $0.75.
One of the most critical dammations of the American philosophy of
life ever written, Chapters on specimen American myths, attitudes
sex, woment, consumerism, education, politics, etc. Some very
good insights into human behavior, American style, from a
concerned psychologist.

The Search for Alternatives

23. Burgess, A. The Wanting Seed, Ballantine (U5030X,
Probably the best science fiction story of the "1980 or "Prove
New World" wort that has been written. A particular theme is the
close governmental ;egulation which requires parents to turn
over to the governemnt the booties of their dead children to be made
into fertilizer, and the repressive regulation which restricts the
amount of life which can be engendered. Directly applicable to
the questions of governmental control of birth rate we face today.

23. Goodman, Paul and Percival, Commuriltas, vintage, (V-17h) $1.:5
An overview of some historical patterns and three theoretical
community models. Easy to read, not that deep, but stimulating
attempt to get outside constraints and define what the
hell we want and why.

2h. Rozak, T. The Making of a Counter Culture Anchor (A 17). 19 9,
$1.95.

An attempt to make sense of the counter culture. she first part
of the book is best, as an adalysis of young people in a techno-
cratic society. Scciewhat dissapointing as concerns predicting
the future hopes and trends.

25. Skinner, D.E. WAL:Igor 1.180111an 0.1150), ig .
A very Important and persuasive book that suggest that nil misery
and vice can be eliminated in societies where children are conditioner'
to be happy and non-possessive. Written by a man who could an



would do it. "It ain` no joke".

25, Vonnegut, Kurt, Piano Player, Avon Lib. (Y"23), 50.95
An account of the society when it is taken ov r and controlled by
the scientists and engineers. Theobale thinks this the best
science fiction account of the technological society of the future
which we must avoid.

Ecological Ethics

27. Carson, Rachel, Silent Spring_ Crest Pook I') 2 ,s9 7c

Still a valuable summary of the ahusive use of pesticl.'es. Sometimes
emotional but always accurata.

21. Weley L. immenle lou,-ney Vintage (Vic'), $1. 5
There is probably no more p:-rceptively written book on the humanistic
implications of contemporary evolutionary knowlege. A m4nificent
pollection of wise essays from a thinking

.

thinking,

29 Leopold, Aldo, Sand County Almanac, Oxford, 19b9.
Personal, poetic account of some of Leopold's days spent with the
natural environment. A good Introduction fortthe non-scientist.
He raises some interesting and important questions about America's
attitude towards the land and calls for the deveiopement of a 'land
ethic'.

30. Snyder, iary, Earth Household, Flew Direction, 195 , $1.9S.
A collection of poems from a "San Francisco poet" who has experiencee
in the widerness of the American West, In Iapan, and at sea. and who
writes with some concern for ecological awareness. He is at present
concerned with bringing Western society to appreciate the philosophical
basis of Eastern cultures, which he feels are less ecologically
distructive.

olftleal Atoects

31. rye, T.R. and Seigier. The..lerony of Cemocracy Wadsworth (53W41001
19 O.

This 4empares the ideas of democracy with the way the present society
operates: the authors claim we do not now have, and have never had,
a democracy. An excellent examination of the subgroups which
historically have held power in this country.

32. Williams, William A., The Trattady of American Wpdfooscy, Delta
1959, $1.00,
An interesting analysis of psycological, political and economic
factors shaping America. Although nominally dealing with foreign
policy, the book gives valuable Insight into how attitudes and
preorlties ahepd and define American institutions.

33. Wo!ff, Moore, and arcuse, Critique of Pure Tolerance. reason Press

$1.94
Three short essays. lo1ff, a philosopher with an historical perspec-
tive, argues that the political concept 4:..f "democratic pluralism"
Is ultimately indefensible in the contemporary age. Marcuse gives

10.3
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a verbose but illuminating discussion of how our notions of
tolerance inhibit social change, contrary to popular dogma.

Reference

31.. American Chemical Society, Cleaning Our Environment: The Chemical
Basis for Action, American Chem. Society, Washington, DC., 1969,
$2.75.

An extensive, factual, and somewhat bureaucratic report on environ-
mental pollutkOn. The text discusses air, water, and solid waste
pollutants, with an added section on pesticides. Material is good
and up to date recommendations show shortcomings in our present
knowledge.

35. reSeli, Barrett, The Environmentat Hcodboak,nallantine 1970, 50.95
A collection of essays and excerpts brought together by an eco-freak.
Among the best peices are those by Lynn White Barrett Harc'in,
Kenneth Boulding, Jon Fischer, narrett VePell, Lewis Mumford, Harrison
Welford, anckPary Snyder's 'four Changes". Also, compare Ehrlich's
angry essays with his Population, Resources, Environment book.

36. Pg., K.Y., and S. Mudd (ed.). The Population Crisis, Midland rooks,

(Mr-TS) $2.95
Thirty one papers on many aspects of international and domestic
population problems. Cood source book fof numbrical data as well.

37. Scienoe_Conflict and F...ciety, readings from Scient.11.1L An..eritan,

W.H. Freeman and Co., $5.75.
A collection.sofi47 articles. S ctions 3 and 4 onepopulationland
pollution are especially relevant. Section 2 has comments on
social behavioi which ere useful when discussing social change.

Science and Technology

38. Assessment of Technology. Scientific American reprant. Feb. 1970/

Summary of the National Academy of Sciences Repot.: to ;iongress.
Excellent discussion of the problem of redirecting technology to serve
more than economic ends. Has a lot of faith in pluralism.

39. Della, erty,Pamina, front the_[,eople Who Drought You Pearl Harbor,

Really brought to you by a man who manipulates our heads raily.-
a top adveresing creative man. This is 'the latest and slTposedly one
one of the best on THE industry. Touoih2s sex, drugs feminine
spray and the like.

10. Drucker, Peter, the Age of Discontinuity. Harper and Row, 1969, 05.

Review of 20th century technology by a technological optimist. Con-

tains many sensible suggestions to mitigate our present tnchn^logical
plight.

11. Culler, R.F., Environment and Change. Indiana rniversitv Press, 1969

Contains Fullers Operating Manual for Ipacestil_p Forth an,' 2) other

-- -V5
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papers(by Platt, Theobald, Kahn and others), Fuller is worth it alone.

.
ZImbardo, P.G. and Ebbesen, E P , influena,ngAttilvdes and Changing

Behavior, Addison-Wesley Publishing Co., $1.95.
1775-175nt 120 pages, this book has a good deal of meat in the

area of attitude formation. Also gives a critical approach to
academic research into the area, and snows how to weed out the

crap.

Resources for the Future.

Br. ^n, Bonner and Wler, The Mext Hundred Years: Man's mature] all

Technological Resources, Comp. Viking Press, Sl.4S.
A view of the problems and extrapolations for resources for tr

next hunored years. The book is a middle ground view, except for

energy problems, where the authors are generally optimistic. Authors

tend t' rely on technological "fixes" for many problems. Coverage of

depletable resources is good, but there is only minimal discussion

of social and cultural implications.

14!. Heiman, Seymour, Our Pepleated Society, Delta (D6752), 1965, $2.25.

An aggry book. AnaT'ses the relations between the pollution-resouccn
depletion problems and our military- industrial complex. Recommend

reading pp. 111:-130, 156-2029 231-285. Appendices contain data

on the military industrial complex.

1'5. Paddock, W. and P. Famine, 1975: Little, Crown and Co., 1967 $2.35.

An account of the population-food problem, and the estimation by two

brothert, one with a long career in the State department the other

an agronomist, that we will lose the race. A good analysis of why all

all the bright solutions are likely to fail.

100



to cyln.c. cor

Week 1 Sept.. apt. 25
14 a,.ijuments
W shoir / Introrluction to 101

Wee 2 Sept. 26 - Oct. 2
ii Instructors-man-on-raft

Week 3 Oct. 5 - Oct. 9

1i Films
F Film Festival, Friday cveniug 7:00 PM /film festival room to

be annour,cf.d.

Oct. 10,11 camping trip - Wvalusing

Peek 4 Oct, 12 - Oct. 16
open

Week 5 Oct. 19 - Oct. '4.3 John Steinl:art, Santa Barbara oil spill
Week 6 Oct, 26 - OtA. 30

Week 7 Nov. 2 - Nov. 6
M Films
F Film Festival, Friday evening 7:CO PN/film festival room to

be announced.

Week 8 Nov. 9 - Nov , 13 Orie Loucks, DDT/i11:1;1
Week 9 Nov. 16 - Nov. 21

Week 10 Nov. 23 .'ov. 25

M Dehate - conRcivntive, non-ecologists

THANKSGIVING VACATION Nov. 26,27,28,29

Week 11 Nov. 30 - Dec. 4
W Multi-media and/or mime

Week 12 Dec 7 - Dec. IL. Reid Bryson, Global Climate Modification
UVLI

Week 13 Dec. 14 - Dec. 18'

CHRISTMAS VACA1ION Dcc. 20 Jan. 3

Weci.r. 14 Jan. 4 - J1n. 8
W Projects

Week 15 Jan. 11 - Jan. 15
N media, film, mime

Weet'. 16 Jan )8 - Jnn. 19

11
course-evaluation forum - section representatives

Clasnes en6 Jan. 19, 1971
1 0 k)
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Personal Stellic!nt of Evaluation

(:)ricern the

;umrLor .;urricultim

A ,Aua(?nt,-?aculty Task Yorce

10r



n,=. .7)f .

student I c icern.,J1 t I 11!,:c 1 'voice u.

evaluation, since P: m wrdi. hove wl eft'et ,;,s7)n

extent of si;Nillr exJintIon-1 involvement by mr.y fellow .8trIt',.;.

am also one of the "critics" in to summer trAsk. force. Vy

will therefore deal more with our problems tan our trinr.

wish to strovly emphasize, however, that in my opinion the net

sults of this experiment were excellent and enconnicing. would

be extremely upset if our efforts were labeled a "failure" by 0..

and similar opportunities denied to other students and faculty. I

feel that this is only the first step in a long-delayed rind ur-

gently needed type of educational change.

Major Activities and Accomplishments: Tangible Products.

(1) Forum on the Environment (I.E.S. 101) -- the introductory course.

(2) An 1,E.,S. Curriculum proposal -- includes original objective of

"educational opportunities beyond 101" to an extant.

(3) A chapter on Educational Philosophy.

Forum on the Environment. I am presently enrolled in this course

and am serving as a "student facilitator4(see handbook) in my sec-

tion. I am encouraged by the progress of the course, 31though I

feel it definitely has some difficult problems. Those, however,

seem to stem from inexperience of all involved core than anything

else, and will be worked out to a greater or lesser degree as time

goes on. At this point it is really too early to make a meaningful

ets1uation of T.E.S. 101.

10(5
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irl r. fro!T, tne ,

tire, crIl.n5;ist,n 0,.;-Pri.c1. I

needed. on and

My Hain concern is !ic)t-, tnat the

feet" or even 'rood". Rather, 1 air ',frid r'

ideas (i.e., the absolute necescity of of (chic =11-t

mechanisms for constant evaluation of

students and faculty in the decision-xkiL,-

effect such changes as are necess:Ary) will Le

cal expediency. Already we are preventing an on

of our real conclusions, relying 1_Tor. thinly-diui6ed "loc)iholes"

for future changes. This is largely because of ,ant: onisms and re-

sentments toward the introductory course on the part of the Univer-

sity "establishment" which are in turn being focus, d upon the

curriculum proposal. I find this whole situation disgusting and am

becoming increasingly pessimistic about the chances of ever in-Ai-

tuting a curriculum such as ours, or even a course such as 101,

within the University structure. (This is probably an old story to

you people, but I think you should give very careful consideration

to exactly what this does, to your chances of changing; the system by

having people plan innovative curriculums. There seems to be no

place to put such curriculums.)

Chapter on Educational FMosophy. Although the w-it ing of the croq'

ter may have had the value of helping us "get it all tocether" as

far as our ideas on educational innovation. I corsidor it to nive

biotin basically a waste of valuable tine. This Dcc

10;1
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1 I- i'u:'.1,t._ L.. !

I., C2 Cr.ie "c(...)W-,ent

ee'lc.Lficn w10. trie "proce.3s' one

tent. We weve wia

within a closely -!;nit and formall tl..)actrod .r:,11i., of

diverse people to affect cnane. In otner words, "thE jr-3

the mess:,ce".

I feel there are at least fu.ir intm4,iblo result%; cif sicnifi-

ganoe.. They are:

(1) Group Experience.

(2) Student-Faculty and Student-Student cooperation.

(3) Personal knowledge of topics in Educational Innovation.

(4) Introduction to "university politics" and structures.

Group Experience. This refers to the variety of feelings, thoughts,

and emotions we all felt as a result of living and working within a

group contort. Love, joy, anger, pain, anxiety, security; all of

these cannot be downpkayed because they were an interal part of our

work experience. It cannot he said that these interpersonal rein-

tionships filled us with enthusiasm ani "beutiful f,--olinFs" 10a,

of the time and thereby made work eEsier, althouc'h this was often

tr case. what can be with certainty is that "work'; because of

its intensity and the high do6ree of rr.)up coTmitmi:nt, Lcd9me



.-5 Tr',.i:.;.1',14 re (.;

(Jf in or,vioL,6 cor.trt

:lepirtment f-Jnd educntional heirarchie::, 3 to

spend such of their time in petty cluarreling s.,ned by

jealousies, and ireitrary authority

It should be :tressed that this "rroup experience" is pan-

cea; it c:,nnot rantee "success". (There are hossibly even t9sKe

which woule cc;Lpleted better without it. I do not tL:n!,

ever, tivit curriculum planning is one of them.) But if we rare ever

to create a viable system of education, we must begin to de:J1. with

people as people, and not as stereotyped products ;'doctor", "law-

yer", ."student", "ticher") as we are accustomed to do. It is

especially important that those educational planners who make deci-,

sions which affect, the lives of hundreds of other people at least

attempt to reflect this quality in themselves.

This brings me to the second intangible result: an adventure

into the problem of student-faculty and student-student cooperm,ien,

one of the "burning" issues of our time. During the course of the

summer, we succeeded to a great extent in stepping out of our re-

spective stereotypes and began to appreciate each other as human

beings. This was very largely a result of the initial T-Groui-, ex-

perience. Again, however, we did not reach Nirvana. One thing I

have discovered is that there are in fact significant differences

ettween students and faculty, and between younger and older students.

1'



ch;,n, C.

whole now i Hrfn:7 tcols it no,--; foo 11',4 7 in

i.h]ch other ;J--olde cdn crea; their cnt.-r, for

This dons not neeerily mein triDt we are t,..,'Vork within

',;he system'. Ratner, for ;i:ny of us, tue pro,=1:ect,:i of seer

even more remote. Now that we essentiNtly x.now wfi..at we wmt, we

also are aware of !low and why we are srevnted from ,--etlin:f it.

fnis latter problem is partially what i:, ire fourth re-

sult: an insi:jit ;lito the complexities of "Univer6ity

Throwhout the unmmer we had contact thronrh soverl of our me:,.,bers

with the various iersons, committees, offices, adviecry boards, and

rules that made up the bureaucracy into which 71. was to Pe in-

corporated. The results were far from ; indeed, we

couldn't decide if we should ignore these and continue

working on our curriculum, or take the time to punch the bureau-

cratic sponge. The treatment accorded to 1U1 as it. Attempts to inch

its way up the Divisional ladder to accreditation is even more in-

structive in this respect.

This issue was in large part responsible for our failure to come

up with a complete curriculum; it continually ate up valuable time.

Every meeting became a battle report; every committee session a

strategy planning period, or an argument over whether to plan

strategy or curriculum. We finally "solved" this .1roLlem by de-

ciding to plan a curriculum with specific 'loocneles" Ae3ignel for

11



:L., purH.:-..ses; by 11.!.en it wa:i too late we had reither

c6!'i1.)m or s7;ratei,-y. The :,ame ;,roblem ,_:urrently threatens 1C1;

-1r nave enc,.),.!. rroplc;T,s [louL hrvin. to worry abouL wnat the hur-

aucraoy expel'ts fe,.nri us. ,ll our enery is used up in fipirihEr, out

ways to Fet around tne:;e roadblocks without compromising the essen-

tial ospects of the course, an increasingly difficult task. It is

virtually impossible to solve- our course problems and meet the needs

of the students with the little time that we have left over.

froblems.

(ne of our most irriGainf7, if not most important problems, has

just been discussed. This external pressure certainly at ravated,

and continues to aErravate, all of our other problems. Indeed, it

is interesting to speculate upon where we might have been if we had

not had to contend with this particular "reality check". But the

existence of other, equally serious problems cannot be denied. What

follows is an attempt to analyze what I feel to be the initial

causes of these problems, and trace them through to some of their

results and examine the continuing nature of several of them.

There were at least two strikes against us from the beginning:

the large size of the group C14 plus various others who donated

their time and interest to our effort) and the diversehembership of

the group. Of course, these were also some of what we considered to

be our essential qualities; we desired a wide variety of view points

in order to create a richer and more diverse curriculum, and a large

number of people was necessary to achieve this goal. Let me stress

that such size and diversity do not necessarily cause problems; they

simply make their solutions infinitely more difficult. And of course,

Jt mist not be forgotten that these two elements were responsible

fur thA richness of our group experience.

11,E
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f.Hc.;tcr.2....: for

0111;. e il'C. ee 1 z c, eeti,e

an virt: of fished

ete'6us, but nothit:L tL fill thi± the

only exerci in lclinc with cor.f1Lct N fiLure.

oNly rosnits were t,) us fear and avoid conflict, confuse cue-

ticnal with intellectual confrontation, and teCuMe extremely epeet

lest it deetroy our personal relationships whenever ccnflict did oc-

cur.

These two factors, combined with the ru'idual discovery of a

large number of basic disagreements among various individuals and

sub-groups, contributed to a severe inability to make necessary de-

cisions, such as the establishment of a definate system of priorities.

Whenever we got down to a gut issue over which there was disagreement,

such as the relative importance of the "task" vs. "interpersonal is-

sues", we would become frightened of the impending conflict and

either ignore the issue entirely or throw together a compromise ("wr,

can't complete the task without good inter-personal relationships")

which may have been true but was in effect another avoidance mech-

anism.

In our search for authority, we fluctuated between absolute con-

.
census of all present to a semi-satirical "dictator" procedure, and

finally settled on largely autonomous sub-groups. This final struc-

tere, although in my opinion an improvement, was never satisfactory

either, although by that time other :Jroblems were so great that

probably no structure could have pleased even A si;rerle maority.

We were, or course, also unable to decide as a group which of our

various tasks were the most important, and allocate manpower accord-



ingly. As a result peou.le wer' workinr on tasks that they or

others disapproved*of, and as tiTe LeczJe ever ore critiol, this

1.?_d to fruntrution, bitterness, nnd critical feelints toward others.

The situation was further complicrited when various grow r:embers

bean in exaspertion to refer to "previous decisions and agree-

ments", such as the philosophy expressed in the Chapter and the ob-

jectives enumerated in the U.E. proposal, as being binding on the

group. This latter became only one of many "external obligations"

over which there was significant disagreement.

Failure to follow up on the T-Group by scheduling periodic evalu-

ations with a trainer both aggravated existing problems and created

new interpersonal ones which in turn further complicated all other

problems. I have since discussed some aspects of these problems

with one of our trainers, and I am convinced that his observations

could have helped us a great deal. Such sessions should have been

agreed to and scheduled at the very beginning of the summer; sug-

gestions that we nave "little T-Groups" were often made, but they

too fell victim to indecision and lack of time.

The final crisis was precipitated by the failure of the curricu-

lum committee to render up a finished product, because of what we

perceived as irresolvable conflicts, both within the curriculum it-

self, and between group goals and group methods. Because of the

time factor, this virtually nullified the chances of generating a

complete curriculum proposal, and threatened to interfere with the

other remaining task--1.E.S..101. As a result the split between

those who placed "task" above "group process" and vice-versa was

crystalized and most of the other problems came to a head. A pro-

posal was generated by four members of the curriculum committee

which met with considerable hostility; because of the criticisms

tri proposel waa3baaed on, three of the four (myself included) b,
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came Known as the conspiracy" an 1-.(21',_,iihle nurii)ur of ..y1r1 feelins

were excham-ed.

At this point there wns a sincere effort mrnie to tackle none of

Lhe:7;e !Toblems, and although the1/ were never re..ctved, the crisis

was esed to a certin extent. idwever, these wTo!,tLi were larr;ely

ac.ardoned as tr.e end of the sum[i:er oh the r-to/sical de-

,)anture, in two c.iss permanent, of various .du;; ;,fter

putting the finishing touches on 101 and tyiry mohether the loose

ends of the curriculum ideas, the group disinte(rated for all practi-

cal purposes.

Uron reflection, I can only say that I an amazed at how much we

managed to accmplish under these difficult circumstances. We wrote

a Chapter on environmental education; we put toFether what I regard

as an excellent and promising course; we came up with what are ac-

tually some really d-cent ideas for a curriculum. And we did all

this while experiencing about 10 years of emotional and intellec-

tual upheaval in a three month period. I can only attribute this to

an amazing tenacity and depth of commitment forged in the initial

T-Group, some of which survives even to this day.

Of course, cost of the major problems continue also, and are re-

flected in the administration of 101. Of the staff (consisting

of instructors and facilitators), 12 were "inner core" or "outer

circle" members of the summer group, and the various warring sub-

groups are represented. There is a great deal of disagreement over

what should be the philosophy of the course, what menbods should be

used, and how much emphasis should be placed on "content" and how

much on "process" of the course. Another significant argument con-

cerns how much we should yeild to "the establishment" in order to

preserve the course within the university. There is a continuous

conflict over who or what decision-making process is to provide

authority within 101, and a myriad of related problems.

11h



In addition, the interpersonal relr,tionshipn have undergone little

chance sInce the .end of the summer, cxcept to ,:pp,)rentl worsen in

some cases. This is beFinninF to severely interfere with functioning

of the croup, since personal problecis often becoie inextricably

meshed with philosophical and practical (iuestions. The group, in

effect, has undert:one an irreversible transforPlation, wiLn sub-groups

of the original beimg contained within a new croup: the "staff ". The

new group meets only once a week and has a much less intense level

of interaction. This level, however, is still mach hiP:her than that

usually found among a group of co-workers, and in my opinion still

enables us to deal with our many complex problems. whether or not

we do so remains to be proven in the next two or three weeks, wnen

we attempt to evaluate the progress of the course and make recom-

mendations for second semester.

oe.


